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`Gloves are off' with
faculty contract deal

Paul Sloth
WINONAN

Once again the issue of
healthcare costs in state worker
contracts is causing problems for
Minnesota's Department of
Employee Relations – this time
with state university faculty.
In a press release to faculty
members, Chris Brown, Inter
Faculty Organization state action
committee coordinator stated
"the gauntlet has been thrown,
the gloves are off."
Over the weekend, negotiators from the state college system and the faculty union met to
try and reach some kind of deal
to avoid the threat of an impasse.
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many years ago so that the state
MnSCU and the IFO are at
would pay the dependent care odds over the state's offer to
cost," Winona State Faculty Sen- decrease the amount it pays for
ate President Mary Kessler said. dependent healthcare costs by 15
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percent. MnSCU is going along
with this plan.
This would be in addition to
the reduced availability of the
lowest cost clinics. For Winona
residents, the nearest level one
clinic is over two hours away.
"The MnSCU board of
trustees is completely committed
to doing this," Winona State faculty senator Troy Paino said.
Paino, who directs Winona
State's history avd law and society programs, is chair of the faculty senate action committee,
which keeps faculty members up
to date about contract negotiations.
In a surprise move, negotiaSee Contracts, Page 2
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ower BAC gets
mixed opinions

Dean Johnson

Brian Krans
Paul Sloth

St. Cloud State University
Student Senate unanimously
passed a resolution to withdraw
from the state's leading student
organization that represents
seven universities including
Winona State University. The
resolution also included a vote of
no confidence.
With over 16,000 students, St.
Cloud has the largest enrollment
of any university in the Minnesota State Colleges and Universities System. Winona State's
enrollment is over 8,000.
Specifics of why the St.
Cloud senate chose to withdraw
from the Minnesota State Universities Student Association are
unclear and will be released at
the MSUSA conference Dec. 5 to
7, in St. Cloud, president Cory
Lawrence said.
Three days before the conference, St. Cloud senate will be
conducting campus-wide vote to
see if students agree with the
senate's resolution, Lawrence
said.
"I think once students see
what we see, our decision will be
clear," Lawrence said.
On Friday, Lawrence said he
felt St. Cloud was not "adequately advocated" by MSUSA.
Lawrence said "the frustration
(with MSUSA) has been there
for years," but he gave no indication of the split during a confer-
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Gov. Tim Pawlenty is attempting to lower the legal
blood alcohol content from 0.10 to 0.08. Minnesota is
only one of five states that have yet to lower the legal
limit from 0.10 after pushes from the federal government. Pawlenty is also looking for steeper penalties for
those arrested for drunk driving.

Doug Sundin/WiNoNAN

A 24-hour vigil was held Tuesday in Veterans Memorial Park by Lake Winona.
Winona State University honored veterans Tuesday with a speaker in Sornesen
Auditorium. Winona State did not have classes Monday in observance of the holiday.

Governor Tim Pawlenty's
recent announcement in favor
of lowering the legal blood
alcohol levels from 0.10 to 0.08
drew mixed reactions from city
residents. Winona Police Chief
Frank Pomeroy said he doesn't
think a change in the law will
have much effect.
"Most people who are arrested (for drunken driving) average around 0.17," Pomeroy
said.
That would be more than
twice the legal limit if the law is
changed. Pomeroy also said that
reducing the legal limit doesn't
necessarily make it harder on
drinking and driving, because
most people when arrested are
well over the legal limit.
Terri Fakler, co-owner of
Shorty's Cafe and Bar, also had
mixed feelings about Pawlenty's position.
"I don't think people know
when they reach 0.08, and
hopefully they're smart enough
to take a taxi or have a designat-

ed driver," Fakler said.
Fakler also said serving one
less drink to a customer won't
be the end of her business.
"I think any drunk driver on
the road is a bad person on the
road," Fakler said.
Fakler added that she would
like to see harsher prosecution
of drunken driving offenders.
Most first-time drinking and
driving offenses are punishable
with a $565 fine, probation and
alcohol treatment classes.
Frederick Lee, professor of
political science at Winona
State University, considered
Pawlenty's support of lowering
the legal limit a wise political
move, considering that the
majority of states are set at 0.08.
"Federalism is this notion
that we have 49 opportunities to
observe and learn from these
states," Lee said.
Police Chief Pomeroy also
felt that the change was a political move, because the state
could lose millions of federal
dollars for transportation by
having the limit set at 0.10.

Football players lift for charity
Ben Grice
WINONAN

Last week, on a chilly
autumn Wednesday morning, Winona State football
players were lifting. Not
weights, but boxes. Lots of
them.
On the first and third
Wednesday of each month, a
semi hauling around 10,000
pounds of food pulls into
416 E. 2nd Street, where the
Winona Volunteer Services building is located. Waiting for the truck
are a handful of Warrior football
players, eager to unload it.
They just do it out of the kindness of their hearts. Thdy like to do
it and want to be here," said Brenda Entz, who is the volunteer coor-

difficulty lifting the heavy
boxes. "We needed younger
guys, so I thought I'd ask my
husband about the players'
availability," Entz said.
Volunteering is
Ever since speaking to her
an integral part
husband about it last April,
Warrior football players have
of the growth of
been volunteering their time
the total student.
and effort. Deric Sieck is one of
them. The senior all-American
Tom Sawyer linebacker actually unloaded
the truck by himself when he
Football Head Coach began helping last summer.
"We started hauling 'as a team
dinator for WVS and wife of
Winona State defensive line coach when football season started,"
Sieck said.
Matt Entz.
The trucks — packed full of
According to Brenda, the football players have taken over the ground beef, canned goods, chickfood-shelf job previously done by ens, fruit and 500-600 gallons of
AJ Janiak/WnsioNAN
Volunteer Services staffers. Many milk — come from Channel One in WSU football players Deric Sieck and Andy Selman
of these were older people who had
See Football, Page 3 unload a milk truck at Volunteer Services last
Wednesday morning.

Library switching systems; delays expected
Emily Wilson
WINONAN

Doug Sundin/WiNoNAN

Winona State University will be switching to a new library
system, called MnPALS. The switch will begin Dec. 1, two
weeks before finals begin. Librarians said they anticipate
delays with ordering materials from other libraries.

Winona State University students and staff can soon expect
problems when using the WebPALS (Project for Automated
Library Services) system.
The Minnesota state legislature recently required all WebPALS providers to switch over to
a new system called MnPALS,
which runs on a software brand
called Aleph.
MnPALS is part of MnLINK
(Minnesota Library Information
Network), a statewide plan to

link public, academic and government libraries.
The process of shutting down
WebPALS at Winona State will
begin Dec. 1, at which time
library study-room reservations
will be suspended until next fall.
The period of time it takes to
receive books requested from
interlibrary loan will also slow
down,.coordinator of public services Vernon Leighton said.
He said the new system is
"currently on target to go live"
Jan. 12, and that he hopes delays
in accessing interlibrary loans
with the new system won't be as

bad as what is anticipated.
ing to MnPALS they've had
"It could surprise us and have approximately seven day delays,
no slow down at all," Leighton Dennison said.
said. "We just don't know."
Winona State is part of the
Systems and cataloging second group, along with Minlibrarian Russell Dennison said nesota State University-Mankathat libraries switching to to, University Center-Rochester,
MnPALS are going to the new Minnesota Historical Society
system in groups of approxi- and six others.
mately 12 in six month intervals.
All libraries currently on the
St. Cloud State University's WebPALS system will be
library was one of four libraries switched to MnPALS by 2008.
that went to MnPALS in August.
Until then, libraries still on
Whild on WebPALS it took WebPALS will not have direct
them approximately three days access to the card catalogs,
to receive books requested from Leighton said.
interlibrary loan. Since switchSee MnPALS, Page 3
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WSU's relationship to MSUSA working
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extended. out
week starts with some snow showers
and moves into sun and partial cloud cover,
finaly converging to showers.
source: weather.com

Robbers steal
money from casket

NORTH CHARLESTON,
S.C. (AP) — Someone broke
into Nancy Mitchell's casket
during the weekend and took
money her relatives ,placed in
the casket in a symbolic gesture
to prepare her for the afterlife,
police said.
Sometime between Saturday
afternoon and Sunday morning,
someone popped off the granite
front of Mitchell's crypt, pulled
out her casket and took about
$1,000 from the dead woman's
fingers, police said.
Cemetery workers found
Mitchell's casket on the ground
about 15 feet from her crypt
vault at 9 a.m. Sunday, police
said.
Police have no suspects,
Detective Lt. George Tetanich
said. But whoever broke into

the crypt appeared to know
what they were looking for, he
said. None of the other crypts
were bothered.
"It was probably someone
who had knowledge of the
items that were placed in the
casket," Tetanich said.
"Whether or not they were at
the funeral, we don't know."
Mitchell, 55, of Houston
died Oct. 22 from stomach cancer, according to the Harris
County, Texas, Medical Examiner's Office. She had relatives
here.
"We are as offended by this
as anyone else," said Jake
Williams, a regional director
for Louisiana-based Stewart
Enterprises, which owns Carolina Memorial Gardens and its
adjoining funeral home.

Upcoming Events
Today

between MSUSA and the schools known as
campus representatives. From 2001-2003, I
served in that position, which is now held by
student senator Thstan Preusse.
Michael
MSUSA has monthly conferences during
Hofland
which delegates from each of the seven
schools meet to discuss, collaborate and
Student
coordinate issues and efforts. WSU hosted
senate
president
one in September, as advertised at senate
meetings and mentioned in the Winonan.
"The Monitor" is MSUSA's monthly
newspaper,
for which there's a newsstand in
MSUSA's been in the news recently in a
most
buildings
on campus. We've been trynegative light due to frustration felt by the
ing
to
get
MSUSA
better name recognition
student government at St. Cloud. So what is
this
year
by
placing
it in the mailboxes in the
the Minnesota State University Student
dorms
and
moving
stands
to better locations.
Association (MSUSA) and how. are the stuMSUSA
organizes
the
lobby days senate
dents of WSU impacted by it?
fervently
advertises
every
February,
and lobMSUSA's the statewide student associabies
for
increased
budgets
for
our
schools,
tion to which all students attending the seven
state universities belong, at a cost of $0.39 better financial aid and bonding bill projects
per credit. Since 1967, MSUSA's lobbied for like our science building and library; all this
student rights in St. Paul and D.C., and to the at a small cost.
Of course MSUSA isn't perfect. When
MnSCU chancellor and board of trustees and
each of the individual campus administra- that many people come together, to fight for
tions. Each impacts students in some way, the common good, compromises will be
and MSUSA's been there, fighting on the made and voting majorities will prevail.
SCSU's the biggest school with 16,000 stufront lines.
dents.
The argument that they don't have
MSUSA's board of directors consists of
enough
of a voice is reminiscent of the conthe student body presidents from the
stitutional
convention of 1787. Big states
seven schools. There are also official liaisons

favored what would become the House of
Representatives, while small states favored
the senate. A compromise created our bicameral system. MSUSA has a similar structure: our committee meetings and important
spring delegates conference (which determines budget and policies) have proportional
voting based on population. The board of
directors operates on one vote per school.
Together, the two systems protect both big
and small schools.
SCSU's shortsighted actions endanger us
all. In these times of crisis for students, now
isn't the time to be fighting amongst ourselves. MSUSA's organizational strength
accomplishes more than we could ever hope
to match on our own. Senate works with
MSUSA, because we truly believe in the
mantra "together we stand."
Remember: without unions, laborers are
at the Mercy of employers. Let's work
together within MSUSA for change to solve
our grievances instead of allowing ourselves
to be divided and conquered. If MSUSA's to
do better, then read the Monitor and learn
more, ask questions at senate meetings, and
get involved.
Both MSUSA and senate are only as
strong as you make them, so let's work
together.

Study tip of the week:
Knowledge is what you have learned in class only if you can
relate to it and understand it outside of class. When you study,
try to think of real life analogies and your own experiences.
Study tips are provided each week by the Academic Assistance Center, which is in Library Room 202. The AAC Web site,
with academic assistants work schedules is
www.winona.msus.edu/advising/aac/

MSUSA
Continued from Page 1
ence in October. St. Cloud previously
attempted to secede from MSUSA in 1998.
The St. Cloud senate stated that they are
the largest contributor to the MSUSA budget. According to a press release, St. Cloud
paid over $179,000 during the last fiscal
year. Gordon Loewen, MSUSA vice chair
and St. Cloud student, said those figures
might not be accurate and the amount is
being investigated.
Each student at the seven campuses pays
a $0.39 fee for each credit hour. The average
student, taking 16 credits a semester, pays
$12.48 a year into MSUSA. The sevenmember presidential board, which consists
of the student senate presidents of the universities, sets the fee.
Michael Hofland, Winona State student

MSUSA, St. Cloud must get state legislature
to change the statute that binds the university to MSUSA. Lawrence said he has already
contacted their state representatives.
y o i*n is if this
"We've had conversations with them,"
rganization doesn't sur- Lawrence said. "They. were very receptive
of our requests."
vive, all the students at
In order for the statute to be changed, St.
public universities are
Cloud has to show "good documentation
that they haven't been served at all," Minscrewed.
nesota State University-Mankato student
Rhys Gaffer senate president Rhys Gaffer said. Mankato
State is the second largest university in
MSU Mankato Student Senate President MSUSA.
"My opinion is if this organization doessenate president, said without St. Cloud's
contributions, "the entire (MSUSA) budget n't survive, all the students at public universities are screwed," Gaffer said.
will go to hell" and could go into debt.
If the student vote favors seceding from
-

Native American Music/Dance displays, Kryzsko Student
Activities Center; 2 p.m., James Reidy presentation.
Nov. 13

"Dakota Women in the Aftermath of 1862 Dakota War,"
3:30 to 5 p.m., Kryzsko Student Activities Center
Slideshow: "Breaking Down the Myths," 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
Lourdes Cafeteria and Kryzsko Student Activities Center.
Nov. 14

Last day to withdraw frorri classes
Grad Finale, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., Kryzsko Student Activities
Center
"Make Your Own Dreamcatcher," 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.,
Kryzsko Dining Rooms C and D
Global Awareness Day, Ettrick (Wis.) Elementary School
Nov. 15

Admissions Campus Visit Day
"Self Defense for Women in Winona," 11 a.m. to 1:30
p.m., Talbot Gym, 10:30 a.m. registration, $2
Nov. 17

Global Diversity Festival of Food and Culture, speaker:
Dan McLaughlin, Peace Corps recruiter, WSU Study Abroad
Program overview, 12 to 4 p.m. Kryzsko Student Activities
Center
Nov. 18

Spring semester registration opens
Math/Stats Colloquium: 4 p.m., Gildemeister 155, Ken
Koehler; reception, 3:15 p.m., Gildemeister 320
Recital: Carrie Erickson, flute 7:30 p.m., Performing Arts
Center recital hall
Reading: Susan Atefat-Peckham, 7 p.m., Lourdes North
Lounge
Nov. 19

Dakota Language Revitalization, 3:30 to 5 p.m., Lourdes
North Lounge
Nov. 20

All-you-can-eat taco dinner fundraiser for the Law and
Society Association, 9 p.m., Jefferson's Pub and Grill, $5

Contracts
Continued from Page 1
tors for MnSCU filed for mediation on Oct. 1, which many IFO
representatives thought was premature.
The call for mediation meant
a third party was brought in to
help both sides negotiate, it also
set a deadline of Nov. 15 for the
two parties to come up with a
contract agreement.
Either side could declare an
impasse if they feel negotiations
can no longer continue.
If that were the case then
MnSCU could impose part or all
of a contract on the faculty, but
according to Kesler that scenario
raises legal concerns.

Gov. Tim Pawlenty has
looked at cuts to state employee
benefits, among others, as a way
to balance the state's $4 billion
budget deficit without raising
taxes.
In the past, Gov. Pawlenty
has referred to state worker
healthcare as "Cadillac coverage."
"We're not questioning that
the healthcare doesn't have to
change, but they're not offering
anything in return," Kesler said.
"You can't just take back, take
back, take back."
Members of the Association
of Federated, State, County and

Winona State University

Winonan

Municipal Employees and the
Minnesota Association of Professional Employees got the
state back to the table after they
unanimously voted to reject
their final contract offer.
The state's two largest
employee unions reached tentative contract agreements last
month.
They are voting this week
whether or not to accept their
current contract offers.
While all the state unions
generally get the same contracts,
each group can negotiate separately on certain items.
The IFO contracts come from
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Faculty discuss
Liberal Arts
future, pu ose
Brian Krans
WINONAN

AJ Janiak/WiNoNAN

Construction workers cut off water to the Richard Hall's residents yet again last Friday morning. Through out the
past couple of weeks the city has had to cut off water from the WSU students living in the Quad to install water
pipes into the science building, which is right behind them.

Construction leaves dorms'
pipes dry; will continue
Anne Jungen

always been notified in advance of the
water shutoffs.
Students were not told when the water
was shut off the first time, but have since
The construction of the new Winona
been notified.
State University science building has
rthhoping this is
It was a pain because there were people
caused problems for dorm residents requirit,
this
probon
our floor that needed to take showers
ing the water to be shut off in the Quad at
and
use the water to cook in the kitchens,"
various times throughout the semester.
lem anyway.
Niki
Davisson, a freshman who lives on
"They are digging up the streets," Scott
the
first
floor of Richards Hall, said.
Kluver, chief engineer of the Winona State
Kluver
said that he hopes that the city
utility plant said. "And while they're digdoes
not
have
to shut off the water for the
Scott
Kluver
ging up the street, they're replacing the
remainder
of
the
construction.
utilities, which involves the water shut off."
Head
Engineer
of
the
Physical
Plant
"I'm
hoping
this
is it, for this problem
The city is putting in new values and a
anyway,"
Kluver
said.
new storm sewer pipe, which is tied into have been two hours. The times have varied
Sheehan Hall and Prentiss-Lucas Hall
the new science building, Kluver said.
from morning to late afternoon.
will
remain unaffected by the construction
The new pipes and valves are linked to
Kluver said the city notifies him when
of
the
science building because they are
the city's water system.
the water will be shut off and the university
"The water shut off is because the city is sends out a campus-wide e-mail to warn father away from the construction site, Kluver said.
replacing the utility piping under the streets students.
Kluver said that when the science buildthat are tore up," Kluver said.
Kluver said he also alerts the Quad hall
ing is completed next fall, the water will
The city is replacing the utility piping director of the shutoff.
under Huff and Sanborn streets.
Quad janitors hung flyers in the hall- still be shutoff at random times due to
So far this semester, the Quad residence ways of each floor and in bathroom stalls to ongoing maintenance on campus.
"There's times that we have to shutoff
hall has been without water four times.
notify students that the water will be shutthe
water to do maintenance on the buildResidents - have gone without water for off.
ings
themselves," Kluver said. "We know
as long as four hours. The shortest shut-offs
Some Quad residents said they have not
that's going to happen."
WINONAN

for

Over 30 faculty members
threw around ideas Friday of how
they envisioned Liberal Arts to
play a role in Winona State University's "New University Plan."
Some faculty saw the library as
the center of the liberal arts education, while others wanted more
time to share ideas with fellow
faculty members. Some of those
ideas were to be drafted in a letter
to the administration, but not yet.
"This should be a dream session," mass communications professor and director of the Residential College Ron Elcombe said.
"Any discussion of 'can we do
this?' should be off the table."
The faculty agreed that out of
the "Four C's of Liberal Education" — cognitive development,
character development, content
and contact — that character
development was the "hallmark of
Winona State."
Librarian Joe Mount took a cue
from Carleton College about the
"Athenaeum" section of their
library. The Athenaeum is a central location where the library
hosts lectuies, readings, discussions, book groups and seminars.
"This is very unofficial, this is
just the librarian talking, but is
this a good thing?" Mount asked.
Faculty members were in favor
of the idea, saying the space in the
library would attract students if
they could hear it through the
halls of the library.
"It is one of those high and
mighty places," organizer Joe
Armstrong said. "This is where

Football

MnPALS

Continued from Page 1

Continued from Page 1
Someone interested in viewing the most recent card catalog
of any WebPALS or MnPALS
system can go to the MnLINK
homepage, www.mnlink.org .
Also, MnPALS users won't
be able to access WebPALS card
catalog's after a WebPALS system "freezes" its catalog,
Leighton added.
He said that on Dec. 1 WebPALS will "freeze" at Winona
State, meaning that what the system says the library's availability
is for an item on that date is will
be what it continue to say until
the system switches to MnPALS.
For example, if Winona
State's system says that a specific book is available on Dec. 1
and then a student checks it out a
day later, the system will say the
book is still available.
The library will keep track of
what books are checked out
through an offline computer.

Leighton said that switching
to MnPALS will probably have
positive results because the system is newer and more modern
than WebPALS.
"The old system was becoming increasingly antiquated," he
said.
"You might not see an immediate benefit, but 10 years down
the road you might see features
added that couldn't be before,"
Leighton said.
The change in systems will
affect users besides those using
interlibrary loan or room reservations
Faculty is urged to send in
request for material that is needed before Nov. 20 and course
reserves are expected to run
slower.
Also, delivery of materials to
distant students will slow down,
and e-mail notices of overdue
materials will end Dec. 1.

Rochester, Minn.
Entz said that normally four to six players work about an hour to complete the job
that took her staff "a couple three hours"
to finish. "They move it pretty fast," said
Entz. Ten players hauled Wednesday's
extra-large shipment — near 18,000
pounds — to the shelves in just 45 minutes.
The yellow Volunteer Services building
is comprised of more than a food shelf;
there's a clothes shop where donated items
are sold as well. This is where Entz said
the agency gets the money to finance its
programs, "The profit from the clothes
helps offset the agency costs."
The programs Entz referred to are food
drives, holiday projects and the 10 Days of
Giving. The agency also gives away
turkeys to food shelf clients — those who
can't make ends meet and are 200 percent
below the poverty line qualify — each
Thanksgiving.
With the Warriors' help, Entz is able to
focus elsewhere. December 1 through 10
there is a major food drive, Entz said. "I'm

Club: Exercise and beer are
great ways to stay healthy
ST. PAUL, Minn. (AP) —
Everyone knows exercise is
good for your health.
And studies have shown
that moderate drinking may
reduce the risk of coronary
heart disease.
If researchers ever discover there are also health benefits to bellowing drinking
songs so bawdy they'd make
a longshoreman blush, we
may have just discovered the
fountain of youth.
We're talking about the
Hash House Harriers, an
irreverent running and revelry association with a worldwide network of chapters,
including one in the Twin
Cities.
Often described as "a
drinking club with a running
problem," hashing is a sort of

students go."
Space, for the room, Mount
said, is an issue and nothing
would have to be closed necessarily.
Another idea was the opportunity for different culture experiences. Whether traveling abroad
or interacting more with international students, faculty said students have been interested in the
idea.
The structure for those experiences is what is lacking in the university. Some professors wanted
to make foreign language classes
a requirement.
Other interactions students
need is interdisciplinary. Other
colleges, such as the College of
Science and Engineer, have many
of the classes interact.
Dance professor Gretchen
Cohenour used the example of
when geoscience professor Toby
Dogwiler helped her dance class
with a river dance project.
Theater professor David Bratt
called this "the marriage of the
disciplines."
"I can count on one hand the
number of liberal arts majors that
require a minor," Bratt said.
Some professors wanted time
set aside, possibly as a block of
time where no classes were
taught, to allow for faculty-to-faculty contact. Those times, many
said, are where different teaching
strategies are shared.
Until formal discussions with
the New University Plan begins,
these are all ideas.
"Creating a new university
doesn't take six weeks," Elcombe
said. " This is just the beginning."

to
beery fox hunt with human weekend hangovers,
foxes and hounds, a noncom- acquire a good thirst and to
petitive cross • country satisfy it in beer, to persuade
steeplechase with cocktail the older members that they
breaks, aerobic tippling are not as old as they feel."
Starting in the 1960s,
accompanied by noisy and
often scatological and other chapters started springing up around the world,
anatomical commentary.
"If you like running a little often begun by English expabit, but if you like anarchy triates. Now, there are more
even more, hashing is for than 1,200 chapters.
you," said Toby Nichols,
one of the founders of the
Minneapolis Hash House Joie America's #1 Student TOW Operator
Harriers.
CANCUN
Hashing's roots date
ACAPULCO
JAMAICA
back to 1938, when a
MAMAS
bunch of British civil serFLORIDA
vants and businessmen in
Kuala Lumpur decided to
start a club with the following goals: "To promote
physical fitness among our
members, to get rid of

coordinating people to work and getting
ready for that right now."
Mat Wayne, another of the football volunteers, said it's the coaches that encourage the team to help out. "They want us to
do things for the community so they don't
think negatively about us," Wayne said.
Sieck echoed his teammate's thoughts.
"It's not mandatory, but the coaches want
us,to be seen around the community."
Head coach Tom Sawyer is deliberate
about finding kids who are willing to give
of themselves.
"We recruit this way," Sawyer said.
"We want our players to realize that
they're a part of this community and we
expect it.
"Every time the school needs something, they call us (the football team) first,"
Sawyer said.
According to Sawyer, volunteering at
the food shelf is just a small aspect of the
Warriors' charity work. They also contribute to the Big Brothers program in
Winona, provide flood assistance by cleaning up the creek behind K-Mart, and do

odd jobs like raking leaves and helping

elderly people move.
Sieck said the creek cleanup is done
every year. "We do that every spring. Last
year we filled up something like 40
garbage bags of trash."
The recipients of these acts of kindness
aren't the only ones who benefit. The team
as a whole, and individual players do too.
"It feels really great. We get a lot of
support being a successful program, and
it's just nice to give back and help out,"
Sieck said.
Sawyer said it profitable for the program. "The community is realizing that
these kids aren't just athletes," he said,
"and through this, we've had increased
attendance and support."
But for the coach, it's not all about filling stands and getting donations. Sawyer
also sees 'a positive development in the
character of his players. "Volunteering is
an integral part of the growth of the total
student."

RENT YOUR PLACE NOW FOR NEXT YEAR
"HERE KITTY KITTY" *

WHY NOT LIVE-IN ONE OF THE BEST APARTMENTS IN WINONA NEXT YEAR?
Each year a select group of responsible upper class students rent from us
IN THE FALL for next school year. Why? Because now is the time
when the nicest, closest (to WSU) & best apartments and houses are rented
for next year. We offer houses & apartmentsfrom efficiency/studios 1, 2,
,3, 4, and 5 bedroom units.
WE HAVE MORE PROPERTIES TO SELECT FROM THAN ANYONE
ELSE IN THE AREA
Many of our units feature: off-street parking/garages, on-site laundry, diswashers,
central air, even jacuzzi tubs in some units! Not "COLLEGE RENTALS" but
quailty homes. NO DUMPS
Call today for the best selection. You'll be glad you did!!!
* Cats allowed with refundable deposit k

BLUFF C ITY ip.xzco 1:" 1E, RAC 11E, S, ii tc ...
S it 6 Ma in Street ( . ic it-co s s from 'VV- S ILJ )
Phone AIE S CO -7 - 41- -4- - 41- 41- 41- 41-

www.WinonaStudentHousing.com
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Alternate eating habits found in Chinese culture
very interesting
chat with
a friend of mine
led me to write
Afsina Yildiz
this article on ChiEditorial Columnist nese table manners. The discussion involved the
non-verbal communication that
might send wrong signals to people living there.
China is a country rich with history and culture. Certain mannerisms, which are taken for granted in western cultures, are significant
features of Chinese culture. The most important are Chinese table
manners.
K.C. Chang (1977) author of the book, "Hsu and Hsu" on this
subject divides Chinese food into food (Shih) and drink (Yin) and
within these categories there is fan (rice/grain) and Ts'ai (dishes).
Chang establishes a hierarchy with grain as the base, then vegetables
and fruit as next least expendable and meat as most expendable in
the preparation of a meal. Furthermore, a Chinese meal is not a meal
without fan. When Chinese speak about a full day's meals, they usually refer to two square meals rather than three. Breakfast is not

♦

counted, as fan is not taken in the morning. Therefore, rice defines a
meal.
A typical Chinese dining table is round or square, the dishes
(Ts'ai) are placed in the center of the table and each person at the
table finds him/herself with a bowl for fan, chopsticks, a saucer and
a spoon. The dishes are shared by all and must be treated as a common property, whereas the fan bowl is considered private, as it
comes in contact with the mouth. The chopsticks work in between
the two.
The host usually signals when it is appropriate to start eating,
after each person has taken rice and picked up chopsticks, the host
says, "Sik Fan." The guests usually start eating by taking food from
the common plates and placing it in one's bowl and then raising the
bowl up to the mouth and pushing in the food. A guest who does the
opposite will be insults the hosts directly. Sucking or chewing on the
chopsticks is also considered poor manners.
No self-respecting Chinese would eat rice directly from the common plate without first piling the rice onto, or scooping the rice into
a spoon. In the absence• of a spoon (usually in a restaurant) one eats
meat using the chopsticks and then uses the bowl, which acts as an
enlarged spoon for the person. Moreover, when the host serves the
rice, the guest should accept it with both the hands. Accepting it with
one hand shows disinterest, disrespect and carelessness. The guests
should wait until everybody has been served before starting to eat.

Letters to the Editor

Portrayal of speaker
unfavorable
I was not surprised at all when I
finally got to read the Winonan on
Friday. Prior to his little piece about
Maura Stephens' presentation, Jacob
LaRow chose to comment quite
harshly about the now former Prime
Minister of Malaysia. I have already
sent him a piece of mind, courtesy of
an article from a national Malaysian
newspaper. I hope he received it for I
chose to send it with good intentions.
I was present at Maura Stephens'
presentation. Indeed, it was not much
of a "talk." She presented her experiences from trips to Iraq. While many
people are being informed solely by
the U.S. media, Ms. Stephens chose to
go to a place that was unknown to her
to explore and find out about the
plights of the people there. She condemned the U.S. government and its
choice to go to war. She also said that
many people in Iraq were afraid of
being invaded again. Her photos told
stories about the Iraqi people; stories
about their lives, their plights and
their sufferings. How many of us can
honestly say that we truly understand
what is going on in Iraq? How many
of us can truly see what is taking
place in Iraq? How many of us can
truly say, without any hesitation, that
we will help those in need?
Yes, she did not mention much
about Saddam Hussein, but this did

not mean that she supported him.
What she told the audience was stories she heard from the Iraqi people
coupled with her own opinions. Is that
so wrong? And did she say pointedly
that she did not support the Iraqi people's liberation from Saddam Hussein? I feel that LaRow only chose to
voice his opinion based on his own
biases.
Oh, and another thing. Can someone please explain what this following excerpt from the editorial means?
I was confused.
"Other things of interest I picked
up from the talk and accompanying
articles is that 500,000 civilians were
by the coalition during the invasion.
Wow, there must be some major conspiracy to keep those numbers out of
the media!"
What did LaRow mean by
"...500,000 civilians were by the
coalition during the invasion"? Was it
a typo or was it his way of putting
things into perspective? I wish that I
was enlightened enough to understand
what he wanted to convey, but alas, I
am only an international student
whose English may or may not be as
good as that of native speakers.
Thank you for your time. I patiently wait for your response.
Hui-Min Chin
Communication Studies/ Senior

♦

WSU spending criticism
unwarranted
I am writing in response to the
Oct. 29 Op/Ed written by Adam
Crowson titled "WSU funds
spent irresponsibly." I felt that
this article was full of misrepresentation and uneducated points
about things around the university, and more specifically in
regards to the Tau Center and the
East Lake Apartments.
Let me start off with the East
Lake Apartments. The WSU
Foundation as was pointed out in
the Op/Ed article donated these.
Was this housing needed? Well, I
guess it's your matter of opinion.
With the addition of the East
Lake Apartments, students who
wish to have the freedom of living off campus have the security
as is given to those students who
live on campus, this is an ideal
place to live. Fact of the matter is
that whether you live on campus
or off campus, you still have to
put up with people who are making sure you are not doing anything naughty. See, off campus,
we call them police officers and
while they don't go into your
room every month, they still
make sure you are not doing anything naughty. If you don't like
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the idea that you can't drink in
the East Lake Apartments then
please,' by all means, this is
America, you have the right to
move off campus. But if your
biggest ambition is to smoke pot
and drink beer all day, then I
seriously question why you are
in college in the first place.
One of the other great things
that East Lake Apartments is that
it offers competition to the other
landlords off campus (who just
FYI, can ban you from drinking
on their property as well). With
the building of the East Lake
Apartments, it forces other landlords who have continually disregarded fixing up their apartments and offering rat holes to
current college students to either
fix up their property or lose their
business and any revenue they
bring in. Also it gives the students a bargain point by giving
them more options for places to
live while they are at school. Students thereby can negotiate with
the landlords on certain points
because there is a surplus of
housing now in Winona and the
landlords do not have as much
power as the used to. On top of
that, any revenue that comes in
from the East Lake Apartments

Also, after finishing the first serving, the guest should not start eating Ts'ai from the common plate without having rice. Depending on
the intimacy of a relationship, the guest might either refill his/her

own bowl or usually on formal occasions the host is alert enough to
notice it. Too much rice or too much Ts'ai would be an insult and by
the end of the meal, there should be no leftovers in one's bowl.
It would be polite if the Ts'ai was taken in equal prOportions bearing in mind that there are other guests. However, it is poor manners
to incline a common plate towards oneself and scrape out the
remains into one's bowl. This " looking in the mirror," evokes the
idea of self-loving nature of the person. In addition, one should
refrain from taking large mouthfuls and refrain from making noise
while chewing and try to remain in the same pace of eating as others.
When a guest is full, the guest indicates by putting down the chopsticks. Toothpicks are provided at the table, and it is not considered
impolite to pick teeth if it is covered with the opposite hand.
These were just the basics that are followed and observed when
eating in China. There are more details, Such as eating fish and the
superstitions it brings when it is turned over and eaten. Many such
practices that we are not aware of are practiced and observed, therefore, before we can comment of another culture's eating habits, it
might be possible that we are the amusing one's. '
,

Reach Afsina Yildiz at ayildiz8990@ webmail.winona.edu

Criticism sparks writer's response
Ryan
Lynch

Editorial
Columnist

wo weeks ago, not long after my
most recent column in the
Winonan was published this happened: Tony Romaine, the last year's
president of student senate, walked into
the a fully packed student senate meeting
with a copy of the Winonan and said
something along the lines that my column was a waste of WSU money (if you
remember, the article directly below
mine in the paper was about inappropriate spending of WSU funds). He said
that I was paid a lot of money (I believe
he said I made $50 an article, even
though I make around $8 an article) for
doing nothing but rambling on.
This event raises two major points:
Number one: The quality of my writing in the Winonan.
I admit my last column was bad. In
fact, I'd say it was the third worst column I've written to date (the second
worst I wrote last semester about being
nice to people; the worst was one I wrote
two years ago about memories or some-
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that is not used toward general
repairs is put toward scholarships for students. So honestly
now, with this information, let's
think about if the benefits of the
increased funding for scholarships and the fact that it offers
competition to landlords off
campus. Do the East Lake Apartments really look like the money
pit Mr. Crowson tried to portray
it as?
Tau Center is another matter.
Yes, we spent the money to buy
it, and yes, we spent the money
to renovate it, but the facility
itself is a beautiful facility. Yes,
you still have to put up with the
security guards, but you also
have to realize that they are there
to make sure you are safe. Something else Tau Center offers is a
number of programs that are
offered through the West Campus staff and Hall Council, as
well as the Inter Residence Hall
Council, IRHC, which include
the recent Lourdes Jam which
was held on Oct 24. All the
money that is brought in and
paid by the students who live at
Tau is used to pay for any
updates and other renovations
that are needed. Like the East
Lake Apartments, Tau is a self-

Stacy Booth

Brian Krans

Adam Crowson

Jenny Miller

Ben Grice

Doug Sundin

thing ridiculous like that).
However, I am a good writer. After I
found out about Tony's insult to me, I
went back and read through some of my
old columns, and I've written some
damn good ones: misogyny at Winona
State University, the laptop program,
cruelty to animals, the loneliness of the
elderly, how much I love my mom, the
meaningless classes we all take, prejudice in small towns, the uncertainty of
the future of college graduates, and (my
personal favorite) why Valentine's Day
is an absolute piece of crap.
The fact is that it's hard, really
frickin' hard to come up with a good
topic for a column every other week.
And last week I tried to come up with
something good, but couldn't, so I just
wrote what ever came to mind.
But never let it be said that I haven't
written good material. Never let it be
said that I haven't put a hell of a lot of
effort into making good articles. Never
let it be said that I haven't tried to make
people think about things that make a
difference. And also, never let it be said
that I didn't apologize when my article
sucks.
Number two: Saying things behind
people's backs.
The reason I know about Tony
Romaine's insulting me in front of a
large group of people is because when it
happened a friend of mine was at the
meeting. Had my friend not been there, I
would have never found out about Tony

Romaine's public insult to me.
Like I said before, the column was
bad, and I expect to be insulted about it.
The problem with the way Tony did it
was that he intentionally did it in front of
a large group of people to show off. And
when he did that, he disrespected me.
We all complain about other people,
sometimes we have to make it through
out days. However, there is a difference
between saying something to ,a group of
friends and a large gathering of people.
Anytime you say anything about
someone, you better be able to say it to
their face. If you can't say something to
their face, if you don't have the guts,
you're a coward.
You say it to their face. You take
responsibility for what you say.
I'm saying this to Tony Romaine's
face. If he doesn't read this in the paper
on his own, a friend of his will show it to
him, or he'll hear about from someone
else. I'm saying this in public just like he
did.
After reading this Tony Romaine
might try to kick my ass or confront me.
But remember everybody, I haven't
insulted Tony Romaine. At no point in
this entire column have I said anything
that wasn't true. All I've done is analyze
his behavior — all I've done is taken a
look at his actions and asked if what he
did was right.

Reach Ryan Lynch at building_man@
yahoo.com
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sufficient building that will
quickly pay itself off in the long
run.
With the addition of the Tau
Center and the East Lake Apartments, the housing department
was able to keep build-ups to an
absolute minimum this year, and
as of the last information I heard
there were only a few. The university should be applauded for
these projects instead of chastised.
Ezra Kazee
Communications Arts and
Literature Education/ Sophomore

Flags in classrooms
unnecessary
After reading the "Flags spark
debate" article (Oct. 29) concerning the placement of U.S.
flags in every classroom on campus, I was left with one question.
What is the purpose?
Is it educational? Do the college republicans think WSU students are ignorant concerning the
features of the U.S. flag? Is it a
lesson in geography, to remind
students and staff which country
they are residing in?
If anyone needs to be educat-

ed about the features of the U.S.
flag they can walk to Phelps Hall
and look up at the top end of the
flagpole, it's red, white and blue.
If students wish to have an
expanded educational experience, they can walk to the courthouse and view the U.S. flag and
see the features of the Minnesota
state flag as an added bonus.
If the purpose of this proposal
by the college republicans is a
misguided attempt at ethnocentric flag worship and an inept
show of partisan patriotic zealousness, in which if someone
opposes this hair-brained idea,
they are un-patriotic, it should be
turned down by the Deans.
Whenever I pass the flag, I
salute it with my heart, and I'm
sickened that so many have
made my flag a symbol of American militarism, in the case of the
Bush administration, incompetent militarism, filling the offshore bank accounts of Halliburton. Patriotism is a feeling of
pride in your nation and its basic
principles, not something that is
worn as clothing or pasted on the
bumper of a vehicle.
I've seen these flag waving
ninnies who shove their form of
patriotic venom in your face, like

it was a professional wrestling
event. But they have no idea of
proper flag protocol, such as displaying the flag at night without
illumination. It seems that the
extent of their patriotic zeal is to

compensate for a lack of
involvement, maybe never serving in unifortn or having the
thrill (horror) of combat duty.
The most hawkish veterans I
know didn't serve in a forward
area, in comparison with those
who have seen combat are more
careful concerning putting our
soldiers in harms way.
If flags are to be placed in
classrooms I think it would be
educational if they were of all
the countries represented on
campus. I would be interested in
learning what the flag of Nepal
or Malaysia looks like.
Or WSU could change its
motto, "A community of flag

worshippers, dedicated to hollow
patriotic rhetoric. Devoted to
promoting more ethnocentrism
and xenophobia, equating patriotism with militarism."
One special flag on campus is
sufficient for me.
Rod Hoel
Political Science/ Senior

We invite readers and Winonan staff members to share their opinions in these columns. The opinions
expressed in the pages of this newspaper are not necessarily those of the Minnesota State College and University system, Winona State University, its faculty, staff or student body. Any questions or comments should be
directed to the Winonan publication board, managing editor, editorial staff or submitted as letters to the editor.
Letters to the editor must be received by the Sunday preceding our Wednesday publication dates and
include your full name, major, year in school and telephone number to be published. Letters from faculty
members must include full name, title or department and phone number. Letters from community members
must include full name and phone number. The Winonan reserves the right to edit for space, content or
relevance when necessary, and to reject ads and letters to the editor it deems inappropriate.
Letters may be sent via e-mail to Winonan@winona.edu with "letter to editor" as the subject line. They can
also be faxed to 457-5317 or delivered to the Winonan office in Kryzsko Commons.
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Events planned for Native American Week
Laura Gossman

tial life department, Chartwell's Dining Service and the bookstore are sponsoring this
year's events.
A documentary video called "The Dakota
A variety of Native American-oriented Conflict" was shown in the Student Union
events will be taking place this week in Activities Center Tuesday.
Kryzsko Commons.
The documentary examined the Dakota
Winona State University's Cultural Indian War in south central Minnesota in
Diversity Office is presenting Native Ameri- 1862.
can Heritage Week from Nov. 11 through the
Professor John Campbell from the history
14, and Nov. 19.
department provided commentary and a folThe goal is to break down the stereotypes low up discussion after the video.
and represent the Native American culture in
Today there will be visual displays
an accurate way.
throughout the day in the Student Activities
In past years, WSU's Cultural Diversity Center. Office has put together videos, food and
"We're hoping that there will be a lot of
entertainment that commemorate the Native interesting Native American artifacts,"
American culture.
Schultz said.
"We are especially pleased to have some
At 2 p.m. today, James Reidy from the
of the other campus organizations helping physical education and recreation departus," said Melissa Schultz, assistant director ment, will be sharing his point of view as
of Cultural Diversity. "If we are really going someone who has been adopted into differto be a diverse campus, we need help from ent Northern Plains tribes.
the entire university."
On Thursday, from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., a
The WSU history department, women's slideshow titled "Breaking Down the Myths"
studies department, the housing and residen- will be shown at the Student Union ActiviWINONAN

ties Center and at Lourdes Cafe.
"All of us hold myths about things. This
slide show will reveal the truth about Native
American culture," Schultz said. "It will be a
passive show." Schultz said she hopes people will walk by and stop to listen and look at
what is being presented.
Chartwell's Dining Service will provide
Native American dishes during the dinner
hours on Thursday, at both the Jack Kane
and Lourdes Hall cafeterias.
At 3:30 p.m. on Thursday, professor
Colette Hyman will present her research
from interviews with descendants of survivors of the 1862 war in the Student Union
Activities Center. The presentation will
focus on the women of the Dakota tribe and
the affects of the 1862 war.
From 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. on Friday, WSU
student Tracy Martin will guide interested
students, staff and public on how to make a
dreamcatcher. The craft making will take
place in Dining Room C and D.
In addition to this week's events, there
will also be a guest speaker at 3:30 p.m. on
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Native American
Week will be
going on from
Nov.11 to the 19.
Activities
planned are a
display of Native
American music
and dance, a
slide show and
more.

See Events, Page 6

High School Honor Band
gives final performance
and "Galop" by Arthur Bird.
The concert was held in WSU's Performing
WINONAN
Arts Center. The Honor Band students also attended the WSU Jazz Ensemble and Jazz Combo perTen hours of practice was put to the test Satur- forniances in the Performing Arts Center on Friday
day night When the 26th High School Honor Band night.
Demarais said high school band teachers picked
had their final performance.
One hundred thirty-two high school students the students to participate by the amount of interest
from three states came to Winona State University they showed in the program and if they had the
skills that were needed to play the challenging
last Friday morning for a two-day clinic.
The students practiced together for five and a pieces.
"It was fun to get together with a bunch of other
half hours on Friday. On Saturday, they practiced
for four and a half hours on the six pieces that they students from different towns that really knew a lot
about music," Demarais said
performed that night.
"The day got kind of long, but I guess that's
In order to get extra help on the pieces they split
what needed to be done," Ben Demarais, a Cotter up into their sections for smaller practices. "It
High School senior, said. Demarais played the really helped to just practice with the alto saxotrumpet at Saturday's concert, which was his first phone section," Danielle Sesko said.
time playing in the festival.
Sesko is a senior from Pulaski High School in
Under the direction of professor Donald Love- Pulaski, Wis. This was her first time playing in the
joy, director of bands, the Honor Band performed Honor Band at WSU and she played the alto saxo"Flourish for Wind Band" by Ralph Vaughan phone.
Williams and "Loch Lomond" by Frank Ticheli.
"It's really nice that we're able to stay with
Jack Gillespie, the featured trumpet soloist, joined WSU students in their dorms. I really appreciate
the band on "Blues for a Killed Kat" by Jack End. all of the hospitality that was offered to us," Sesko
The band also played "The Voyageurs" by said.
Pierre La Plante, "Two Sketches" by Joseph Turrin

Kari Winter

Hex
Submitted Photo

Students of WSU's National Broadcasting Chapter recently returned from a regional
competition at Sioux Falls, S.D. where several members brought home awards. Pictured from left to right are: Ajit Daniel, advisor, Ben Bicknese, Dan Chies, Krista
Koski, Casey Clay, Kristin King, Krystal Kapler, Phil Dawson and David Waibel.

NBS brings home awards
Sara Edenhofer
WINONAN
It's an understatement to say
that Winona State University's
National BroagIcasting Society's
chapter is eicited about this
year.
Since the school year began,
the chapter acquired 22 new
members, experienced a television station at work, participat-.
ed in community service projects and campus events and
planned a banquet. But the
chapter made its presence
known the last weekend in
October at the regional convention in Sioux Falls, South Dakota, when members walked away
with six first place and two honorable mention awards.
"Entering the competitions is
a chance for members to get
their work critiqued by professionals in the (broadcasting)
field and when you win it's a
feeling of pride," chapter president Kristin King said.
Entry categories are divided
into audio, video and scriptwrit-

ing. A maximum of three members can enter each category.
The WSU chapter first place
award recipients included Beau
Dickey and Patrick Frisk for
audio sports play-by-play;
Kevin Peterson for audio drama
and audio drama script; Kristin
King for video news program;
Casey Clay for music video;
and Geengyee Chong for audio
experimental. Honorable mention recipients included Ben
Bicknese and Lacy Buck for
public affairs program; and
Afsina Yildiz for promotional
audio.
King said, "I think all the
awards we won show that we
have some talented students in
our chapter who have a good
future ahead of them."
A possible future in broadcast production and writing
came as a surprise to member
Kevin Peterson, whose radio
script for an original sci-fi
thriller "The Warning" won first
place at the regional convention.
"I'm discovering something
that I didn't realize I had a talent

in before I started college at
Winona State," Peterson said.
"To me, it's fun."
Now that Peterson tapped
into his talent, he wants to see
where it can take him.
"By being able to submit
work to competitions, I'm able
to learn more about what I'm
truly capable of," Peterson said,
adding that it's difficult to top
the feeling of winning an award
at a convention. "Submitting
work for competition is one
thing, but being there and hearing your name to receive an
award is a whole new ball
game."
Opportunities
"Creating
through Networking" is the
chapter's slogan for this year.
One way the chapter strives to
apply the slogan is through
attending the convention, which
also offers student workshops,
keynote speakers and tours of
local television and radio stations.
"Broadcasting is one of the
tougher fields to get a good
entry level job right out of colSee NBS, Page 7
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The Winona State University Wind Ensemble, perform "Serenade for Wind Band" by
Derek Bourgeois as a precursdr to the WSU High School Honor Band concert, Saturday night in the PAC.

Anthropologist releases book on forensics
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
"There is nothing better than a dead
body to make your day," Dr. William
Bass says.
A pre-eminent forensic anthropologist for half a century, Bass still gets an
adrenaline rush from a fresh encounter
with an unidentified corpse.
"Now that sounds crass and cruel,"
Bass concedes. "But in all honesty, it is
a puzzle. The adrenaline is flowing. The
headache is gone. I got a new puzzle to
deal with."
Now semiretired, the 75-year-old
University of Tennessee professor
emeritus is still known to show up at a
crime scene and turn it into a field exercise for students and police officers
eager to hear how he reveals the secrets
of the dead.

"I get out there and say, 'OK, who is
in charge?' And they say, `Oh, Doc,
you're in charge,'" Bass says with a
laugh. "Well, really I am not. ... But I
know what they are saying."
With the public's appetite for forensic science whetted by such hit TV
shows as "CSI: Crime Scene Investigation" and "CSI: Miami," Bass has just
co-written a book about his own
stranger-than-fiction case files.
Among the tales are how he confirmed the identity of the Lindbergh
baby from 12 tiny bones 50 years after
the child's kidnapping; revealed the
faked death of a Connecticut Internet
company executive in Mexico; and sorted through the diluted and mismatched
ashen remains from a Georgia crematory.

Bass and co-author Jon Jefferson had
considered calling the book, "The Real
Body Farm," playing off the unofficial
name for his University of Tennessee
Anthropology Research Facility immortalized by crime novelist Patricia Cornwell in her 1994 best seller "Body
Farm."
Instead, they settled on Cornwell's
suggestion, "Death's Acre." •
Bass' "body farm" is the only
research facility in the world devoted to
understanding the decay and decomposition of human flesh and bone.
The compound behind the University
of Tennessee Medical Center is surrounded by a wooden privacy fence,
chain-link and razor wire. Donated bodies are left to rot in cars, shallow graves
and on the ground — all in the name of

science.
They test ground-penetrating radar to
As many as half the forensic anthro- detect hidden graves. And they catapologists in the country studied at the logue biochemical markers of decompo"farm" under Bass. FBI agents, crime- sition sensed by cadaver dogs in hopes
lab technicians, homicide detectives and of creating more reliable artificial
cadaver dog handlers train there.
noses.
Public tours ended a few years ago
A headless body found in 1977 in a
when two den mothers wanted to bring family cemetery at an antebellum mantheir Cub Scouts to see the bodies. sion south of Nashville led Bass in this
"That was the straw that broke the pursuit.
camel's back," Bass says. "It is like the
Bass was an expert on bones when he
morgue. You don't go there to take pho- arrived at University of Tennessee in
tographs."
1971. He'd spent 11 years teaching
Research at the "farm" has grown anthropology at the University of
more sophisticated since Bass founded Kansas and helping police there solve
it in 1980 to help crime investigators crimes from the skeletons they brought
and distraught families pin down when him from the state's vast open ranges.
and how a person died.
But in Tennessee, a smaller state
Bass and colleagues study the life with a larger population, remains often
cycles of insects that feed on corpses.
See "Bodies," Page 6
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La Crosse restaurant
worth 30-mile drive
Janet
Korish
Columnist

ably priced and locally famous "Digger
Burger."
From the dinner menu you can pick
from steaks, barbeque ribs, seafood and
pasta. They also have a couple of featured specials each night.
In some restaurants, a special really
means that the restaurant was able to
mass produce something and can keep it
warmed up in order to serve people
quickly. This is not the case at Digger's.
Here, the special is usually the way to go.
So I chose one. As did each of my
friends (and yes, we each sampled the
others, all in the name of research you
understand). Mine was a 4-ounce tenderloin and monkfish, with baby-red
mashed potatoes on the side. It was
absolutely superb — words can not do
justice to the meal.
You also get your choice of soup or
salad to go along with the meal. The
soups are homemade and the salad is
wonderful (think lots of "stuff' on it and
your choice of dressings, some of which
are homemade).
Last, but certainly not least, let's not
forget to mention the garlic bread. This
bread is to die for — it's warm and buttery. You haven't had garlic bread until
you've tried this.
Now before I forget to mention it, I
did try a new appetizer. My friends
insisted that I try the escargot. Yep, I
tried snails. Even more frightening (perhaps) was that I actually liked them. I
ate four. Apparently, Digger's can make
anything taste fantastic.
So yes, like last week, this restaurant
would mean taking another 30-mile trip.
Regardless, it's still an excellent choice
if you are looking to indulge in some
good food. The pleasant surprise is that it
is a reasonably affordable indulgence.

To know me is to know that I am a
person who is always willing to go
through whatever it takes in order to get
a job done, fully and completely.
With this in mind, after writing about
Manny's restaurant last week, I decided
that I couldn't stop there. The whole
restaurant review bit deserved more. In
fact, it might be awhile before I am willing or able to move on to a different subject matter.
So I made my decision. I gathered up
a couple of friends and made a reservation at a restaurant called Digger's Sting,
which is located in downtown La Crosse,
Wis .
This is another one of the best kept
secrets that perhaps only locals know
about — but I am willing to share details.
The interior is dark and cozy, with
accents of red — giving the place an old,
gangster-era feel to it. In the background
you are likely to hear soothing, blues and
jazz music (a good mood enhancer, I
might add).
So the ambiance is there, but is the
food worth mentioning? Well, I will say
this: don't come here expecting to find
much in the way of chain store menu
items, but do make sure to come with an
empty stomach.
Reach Janet Korish at JAKorish
There is quite a of variety to choose
from on the menu. If you come during 5260@webmail.winona.edu
the lunch shift, be sure to try the reason-
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Stompin' at the PAC

AJ Janiak/WINONAN

The WSU Jazz Ensemble, directed by Rich MacDonald, plays at the PAC on campus. The event
was last Friday for high school honor bands students, which WSU hosted for three days.

Events

Continued from Page 5

Nov. 19. Teresa Peterson, Dakota language learner, and
vice chairman of the Upper Sioux Community will present
"Dakota Language Revitalization."
"We are really excited about having her come and
speak. Their tribe is working on restoring their native language," Schultz said.
The WSU bookstore will also be involved in Native
American Heritage Week.
"In the past two years they have ordered books about
Native American culture or books by Native American
authors," Schultz said.
Books were on display from 12:30 p.m. to 2 p.m., Tuesday and will again be on display from 3:30 p.m. to 5 p.m.
on Thursday in the Student Union Activities Center.

Native American Heritage
Week Events

I CAN SEE NE0 AND THE AGENTS, BUT
WHO'S THAT GOY WHO LOOKS LIKE
THE 'KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN POW?
IS THAT THE ARCHITECT?

©2003 AV hap://baskoliffca.com

Ten reasons why my neighborhood rules
Adam Crowson
Et Cetera Editor

Despite what some people might say, living in a house in a townie neighborhood isn't
that bad — especially when you're 12 blocks
away from campus and don't have to deal
with the hustle, bustle and unavailability of
parking, when you want to go home and
sleep.
10. If you're ready to raise a family, or
just moved to town with school-aged children, Washington-Kosciusko Elementary is
two blocks away.
9. I don't have to deal with neighbors. I

wave and say "Hi," sometimes. I like to be
off in my own world and so I'm not always
polite. But, we all live in different houses,
which means that I don't have to listen to
the yelling and hurling of obscenities at
several girlfriends when I'm trying to
study, like I encountered in the dorms.
I soon found out that my turntable plays
music quite loudly and playing Pink Floyd,
the Police, Led Zeppelin, the Beatles,
Grateful Dead and Crosby, Stills, Nash and
Young on that old thing was fun.
8. I'm responsible, not naughty. The
police never come — and I've seen one
squad car (this weekend) since I moved into
the house in May. I can do pretty much whatever I want, as long as I don't break any ordinances or laws.
7. My house is two blocks from two of the
best bars in Winona. One of the bars has
some of the best pizza I've ever eaten.
6. THE PENGUIN ZESTO! I live within
walking distance of this summer retreat and
the ice cream and food is cheap and tastes
good.

Bodies
are found sooner and still have flesh on
them, Bass says. So when he saw the body of
the elegantly dressed headless man found on
the coffin at the mansion, Bass concluded the
man had been dead a few months.
It turned out the man was a Civil War soldier killed in battle in 1864. Bass was off by
113 years. He failed to consider the effects of
embalming and an airtight, cast-iron casket.
Bass was embarrassed, but also intrigued
because the scientific literature of the day
offered him little support for any other conclusion. With his dean's permission, he soon

began experiments on the forerunner of the
"body farm."
"I have lost two wives to cancer. I hate
funerals. I hate mourning and death. I don't
like that scene at all," Bass says.
"But I never see a forensic case as a dead
body. I see it as a challenge. Do I have
enough knowledge to figure out who this
individual is and what happened to them?"
Bass himself may one day be a specimen
in the "body farm," becoming part of the
research center's neatly boxed, skeletal collection. But he will leave that decision to his

"We want to hit everything, both serious and laid back,"
Schultz said. "The Culture Diversity Office strives to create
a balance of promoting diversity and having fun."
Cheng Xlong, the Culture Diversity Outreach Coordinator, said "Learn and have fun. That's our mission. We invite
students, faculty, and the community to come and participate in the events."
Schultz said, Xlong has been a key player in the planning of these events.
"We know not all students will be able to make it to programs, but at least come and recognize the contributions
that Native Americans have made," Xlong said.

5. St. Stan's. While some people would
think the Sunday morning bells would be
loud and annoying to a college student sleeping in on Sunday, I happen to never hear
these bells. I almost thought they didn't
exist, until I went by one day and they were
ringing.
4. Uncontrolled intersections! ! ! It's
always a surprise of what is, or isn't, lurking
behind the next corner — until someone
crashes into your ride.
3. The East Side. I'm half-a-dozen blocks
away from Lake Park and taking my oldschool Schwinn to the trail is no effort at all.
2. Running errands is a quick jaunt.
Menards, Target, Wells Fargo, Fleet Farm
and Kwik Trip are quicker to drive to than if
I lived on Main or West Campus.
1. I don't have to park three blocks to one
mile away from my dorm room to come
home at night. I park right out in front of my
house.

■ Displays of Native American Music and Dance:
2 p.m., today, Student Union Activities Center.
■ Dakota women in the aftermath of 1862 Dakota
War: 3:30 p.m., Thursday, Student Union
Activites Center.
III Breaking Down the Myths, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
Thursday, Student Union Activities Center and
Lourdes Cafe.
II Make your own Dreamcatcher: 11 a.m., Friday,
Dining Room C&D.
■ Dakota Language Revitalization: 3:30 p.m.,
Wednesday, Nov. 19, Lourdes Hall North Lounge.
Native American Book Display: 3:30 p.m.,
Thursday, Student Union Activities Center.

■

Surprise born at
Milwaukee Zoo

MILWAUKEE (AP) — Zoo stood 5-foot-7.
keeper Rich Schweitzer had to
Zookeepers never knew
count twice when he went to Mark's mother, . 19-year-old
check to check on the giraffe Malindi, one of three adult
barn at the Milwaukee County giraffes at the zoo, was pregnant
Zoo. through her 15 months of gestaHe says he was shocked when tion.
he saw an extra animal inside,
"Normally,
we
do,"
lying on the ground.
Schweitzer said with a laugh.
"I said, 'What the heck is
Mark is Malindi's seventh
that?"' Schweitzer recalled.
baby, and the first giraffe born at
He called a co-worker, but the zoo since 1998. His father,
said, "I couldn't even talk."
Kio, died in August 2002 at age
The
colleague
at
first
thought
8.
Reach Adam Crowson at .wsu_etc
Schweitzer had placed a stuffed
In about two years, he will
@yahoo. corn
animal in the enclosure as a likely be transferred to another
prank.
zoo, Schweitzer said. Two calves
But it was a real giraffe, born born in 1998 were sent to the
Continued from Page 5 about 6 a.m. last Friday and Sacramento Zoo in California.
weighing 112 pounds. By
Schweitzer said male giraffes
third wife, Carol, and his three sons, he said. Wednesday afternoon, baby can grow to 18 feet tall and can
"I have always been a teacher," he says. Mark weighed 122 pounds and weigh up to 4,000 pounds.
"I would just as soon teach when I am a
skeleton as when I have soft tissue on me."
In the foreword to "Death's Acre," Cornwell writes: "The dead have much to say that
only special people with training and special
gifts have the patience to hear, despite the
assault on the senses ....
"Dr. Bass's patient translation adds to the
fluency of a secret language that helps condemn the wicked and free those who have
DES MOINES, Iowa (AP) — There was a giant weenie roast
on Interstate 380, but there was no mustard for many a mile markdone no wrong."
er.
A truck carrying 43,500 pounds of Oscar Mayer turkey hot
dogs caught fire about 10 p.m. Tuesday, said Trooper Tom Estrada
of the Iowa State Patrol.
Instead of the aroma of roasting meat, troopers and firefighters
had to endure black smoke and the acrid smell of burning rubber.
"Some type of mechanical problem caused a wheel to overheat,"
Estrada said. "The driver pulled over and opened the hood
after going home. The law specifies that the
of the refrigerator power unit. That exposed hot oil to the air and
ballot is invalid if the absentee voter dies
helped ignite the fire."
before the polls open.
The truck driver, Wayne A. Mathison, 60, of Cherry, Ill., was
The ballot was opened Wednesday mornnot
injured.
ing at City Hall, and officials called for the
The northbound lanes of the interstate near the small town of
Nov. 25 runoff.
Urbana, which is between Cedar Rapids and Waterloo, were
"I've never heard of anything like it, and
closed for about three hours.
they hadn't in Atlanta either," said Jo
Wingate, executive director of the Secretary
of State's office in south Georgia.
E-mail us your ideas at
"It was an odd thing," Wingate said.

Happy to not be an
Oscar Meyer Weiner

Deceased woman swings city election
OCILLA, Ga. (AP) — Every last vote
counts — even if it's the voter's last vote.
A city council race in south Georgia was
thrown into a runoff by the absentee ballot of
a woman who died on election day — and
not the night before, as officials first
believed.
Election officials initially said Tyrone
Smith defeated Allan Smith 65-64 in Tuesday's election. But one of the absentee ballots was rejected because poll workers
thought the voter had died Monday night.

They later learned that she died after the
polls opened.
"We had marked the ballot 'rejected,
deceased,"' elections superintendent Frances
Bradford said Wednesday. "The registrar,
Mary Denney, had said something
about how it would have been a tie when
we were counting, and then after we went
home I started thinking, 'How does the code
read?'"
Bradford said City Attorney Harry Mixon
looked up the Georgia Election Code

wsu_etc@yahoo.corn
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New 'Matrix' installment will blow your mind
Brian Gallagher

Film Columnist

"Matrix Revolutions"
Starring Keanu Reeves,
Carrie-Anne Moss, Laurence
Fishburne, Hugo Weaving
Directed by The
Wachowski Brothers
Why you should go: The effects will absolutely
blow your mind, the direction is top-notch, the acting is solid and the Neo-Smith showdown is one of
the coolest things I've ever seen at the movies in
recent memory.
Why you shouldn't go: After the wonderful
story build-up in the first two movies, this just
ends flatly and there's not nearly enough action for
what most fans are used to.
2003 was supposed to be the year of "The
Matrix." With the second and third sequels to the
1999 breakthrough hit coming out a mere
six months apart, anticipation was ultra-high to see
how far the Wachowski Brothers could twist our
minds.
"Matrix Reloaded" was a success, grossing
$281 million, but it wasn't as big of a success as
some expected, with the Disney/Pixar animated
funfest "Finding Nemo" taking over the box-office

crown for the year.
It's sort of like a baseball coach being pissed off
because his team won the World Series in six
games instead of sweeping in four. And I think this
baseball analogy would be accurate in describing
"Matrix Revolutions."
Yeah, it is a great movie, but it's not as great as
we all hoped it would've been, which is why some
will consider this movie a failure, even though it
doesn't fail to entertain on many levels.
"Revolutions" starts out in Zion, where
"Reloaded" left off, with the machines drilling
their way to the last human city.
There is a bunch of stuff that happens after this,
mainly revolving around the Merovingian (Lambert Wilson) a.k.a. the guy who likes to curse in
French and use exotic toiletries from "Reloaded,"
kidnapping Neo (sort of) and keeping him in this
weird train station.
These parts, and many others, are fairly cool,
but they don't bring us to the meat of the story,
which would be that the machines are coming and
the humans have to defend. Oh yeah, that pesky
Agent Smith (Hugo Weaving) and his replicating
hand is back as well and yes, he's looking for
"Missssterrrr Anderrrrson." And Neo must put the
human Xerox to his final end to save the world and
ensure that he can make out with Trinity (Moss)
some more.
The main problem with this movie is the script,
which is really surprising since the Wachowski's
scripts for the first two movies were wonderful. I
think they got too ambitious, trying to cram all
these ideas they had into the script, knowing this
would be the last one.
There is a unifying story here, but it gets so
muddled down in the conflicts in the subplots that
you tend to forget what it is. And l was fairly disappointed that there weren't a lot of the kung-fu
fighting scenes that were so great in the first two
movies. But the ones they'do have are incredible.
And then there's the ending.
I was looking for a super-big twist ending here,
and there isn't at all. It's almost seems that the
Wachowski's knew that everyone was expecting a
big twist and they didn't give us anything like that
at all, just because that's what we were expecting.
The ending is just plain dull and it was totally

unexpected.
I won't spoil anything here for anyone,
but they just built suspense and intrigue so
wonderfully in the first
two movies, I was just
thrown that the payoff
was a dud.
Now for the good
news. The acting here
is very solid, with Reeves giving probably his best
performance out of the three "Matrix" movies.
His Neo character finally realizes the full scope
of his powers and his portrayal of this character is
just great. Fishburne is great as well as Morpheus
and Moss gives a surprisingly good performance
as Trinity. Hugo Weaving is wonderful as Agent
Smith also. Mary Alice does a great job as The
Oracle, filling in for Gloria Foster, the original
Oracle who died before they started filming "Revolutions." •
The visual effects for this movie are out of this
world. The human's defense of Zion is just wonderful, with a bunc'h of humans in those big Robocop-like machine things firing on a zillion sentinels. But as great as that was, it still pales in comparison to the big Neo vs. Smith showdown. Wow.
It was just simply amazing.
The streets and buildings are filled with Agent
Smith's clones as Neo and Smith battle it out. And
if you're worried that it was like the Neo-Smith
fight in "Reloaded," don't worry. That part, with
Neo fighting off hundreds of Smith's really bugged
the crap out of me,- because there was really no
cause for it.
Granted, it did look Cool, but it was just pointless and didn't move the story forward. But this
fight is just Neo and Smith while the other Smith's
just watch, and it is just great. I would gratefully
plop down another $6.50 just to see this fight
again.
Besides the glaring oversights I mentioned earlier, the script isn't that bad. There is some nice
dialogue and the story builds suspense nicely,
although it builds up to a crappy ending. I loved
how they showed the true, God-like powers of The
One and there is a nice, understated theme about

Idaho citizens claim a close
encounter of the first Idnd
SALMON, Idaho (AP) — The truth is out
there, according to two longtime Salmon residents who claim unexplained lights periodically have flashed across the sky over the
vast and remote Salmon-Challis National
Forest.
UFO lore has hovered on Salmon's horizon for decades, with the bulk of the "sightings" in the unpopulated backcountry.
Chester Rackham, who manned half a
dozen fire lookouts in the Salmon-Challis
over more than three decades, recalls seeing
what he described as "fuzzy blue lights" for
which he never received a plausible explanation.
During the 10 years beginning in 1975
that Rackham, 79, stood watch at Long Tom
Lookout, about 35 miles northwest of
Salmon, he sometimes spotted the lights flying from the night sky into the forest.
"I didn't know what they were," said
Rackham. "I saw things from different lookouts over the years but I never paid much
attention. Up at Long Tom, I could see these
bluish lights, but they weren't very clear."
The, vast majority of UFO sightings —
tens of thousands around the world over the
past 40 years — can be accounted for by natural phenomena, such as meteor showers,
according to the Center for UFO Studies in
Chicago.
Ted Roe, head of the nonprofit National
Aviation Reporting Center on Anomalous
Phenomena in Vallejo, Calif., said only 1
percent of the thousands of UFO sightings
each year are of real interest because they
provide trace rather than merely anecdotal
evidence.
But that statistic doesn't put a damper on
the faithful.
Eva Miles,. who lived adjacent to the forest about 12 miles south of Salmon from the
early 1970s to the early 1990s, said she routinely saw bright lights traveling at warp
speed across the sky.
"I was alone by the river out there and it
wasn't heavily populated at that time," said
Miles, 89. "I can't exactly say it was a UFO,
but I saw bright lights that moved and traveled about the sky.
"I had a beautiful view of the sky from
my deck and no big trees to block my view.
On a clear night, I would sit out on the deck
and would sometimes see them. They would
usually cross from one side of the sky to the

other in a complete track. They moved rather
rapidly, from one side of the horizon to the
other."
Miles, who has since moved into town,
said she considered the bright, white lights
evidence of "the wonderful, mysterious
things that happen on this earth."
Both white and blue lights feature prominently in tales collected by UFO-ologists,
according to literature from the Center for
UFO Studies.
The same literature uses the term "nocturnal lights" to describe "small spots of light
that move in strange patterns across the night
sky," adding that these are the most commonly reported type of UFO.
The National Aviation Reporting Center's
Roe said blue lights have featured in sightings since at least 1944, when a blue ball of
fire reportedly chased aircraft over Munich.
But for every true believer, there is a
skeptic. Veteran backcountry guide Bill
Guth, with Flying Resort Ranches in
Salmon, said he has spent countless nights in
the forest without encountering anything
odd.
"I haven't heard or seen anything in the
backcountry that I couldn't explain," he said.
The U.S. Forest Service's Kenny
Rodgers, who can claim decades of experience in the mountainous terrain surrounding
Salmon, said people tend to believe unfamiliar sights and sounds in the wilderness are
other-worldly when, in fact, they are likely
issuing from down-to-earth sources.
In remote areas, small noises become
objects of curiosity or even fear among the
uninitiated, said Rodgers, adding, "It might
be a mouse or a grouse; it could be a bear.
"You might see something in the sky and
not know what it is, so you call it a UFO."
Still, a rational explanation cannot
account for the timeless phenomenon of
reporting mysterious cosmic phenomena.
Robert McCarl, professor of anthropology at Boise State University, said two themes
in mythology surface in the tales of UFOs in
the Salmon-Challis. "What you find is that
the forest, particularly a forest contiguous to
travel routes — which is true for the Salmon
forest — is an area of anxiety and concern,"
he said. "You have people being lost there
and animals that may attack you; thus, the
forest becomes a locus for mysterious and
unsettling events."

In contemporary times, people were
reporting UFOs long before ET was trying to
phone home and Fox Mulder wanted to
believe.
The Center for UFO Studies notes that the
modern UFO era began in June 1947, when
pilot Kenneth Arnold reported nine crescentshaped objects flying near the Cascade
Mountains in Washington, a sighting that
gave rise to the term "flying saucer."
The event launched an era of speculation
about alien spacecraft, accounts of alien
abductions and, more recently, UFO cults.
The storm of sightings in mideentury rose
to such a crescendo that the federal government was obliged to take a role.
Between 1947 and 1969, the U.S. Air
Force was ordered to organize several investigative projects on UFOs, according to literature from the Center for UFO Studies.
The most notable, according to the Center, was dubbed "Project Blue Book," which
stretched from 1952 to 1969 and concluded
that UFOs were not real.
As far-fetched as some reports may be, a
certain motif nevertheless rings true.
Referring to the noted psychoanalyst Carl
Jung, BSU's McCarl said, "Jung believed we
all have these interests in unexplained phenomena and that they're symbols that occur
through human history.
What he believed we were seeing in a
UFO is a contemporary manifestation of
concern with the 'other' and the other is, in
this case, extraterrestrial or extra-human."
Roe, 'of the National Aviation Reporting
Center, said people can talk themselves into
seeing something but that can't explain the
flood of reports.
"We think that conservative, responsible
individuals can't see unusual things — but
they do," he said.
Roe, for one, believes that science eventually will solve the debate about UFOs.
In the meantime, he said, people who buy
into the phenomenon will continue to be subject to ridicule and their stories will continue
to be considered encounters of the weird
kind.
That doesn't faze Rackham, the retired
Salmon-Challis lookout,
"I've heard different stories off and on,"
he said. "I never got a very good idea of what
it was I was seeing. I'd just look and then go
about my business."

taste."
"It's very obvious that whoever did this is doing it to hurt
her," Hilton's spokeswoman, Siri
Garber, told The Associated
Press on Thursday.
"The Hilton family lawyers
are getting involved as of now."
The recording was made three
years ago while Solomon and
Hilton, then 19, were dating,
Garber said.
"It was for themselves," Garber added. "Not everybody
indulges in that, but couples do it
sometimes and it's just for themselves, for fun.

"She never intended for it to
be seen by anybody other than
the two of them," Garber said.
Hilton is one of the stars of
Fox's new reality series "The
Simple Life," set to debut Dec. 2,
in which the pampered party girl
leaves the urban social scene to
live in a rural, working-class
environment.
The video has reportedly been
distributed to some gossip
columnists by an unidentified
person and a Seattle-based porn
site operator who possesses the
tape told Us Weekly magazine he
plans to post it on the Internet.

Hilton's lawyers are threaten-,
ing legal action against anyone
who distributes the tape or fails
to destroy their copy of it.
They are also trying to determine whether Solomon, 33, was
involved in releasing the tape.
A number for Solomon's
business — a clothing and DVD
company that distributes amateur
party videos of scantily clad
women — had been disconnected and he could not be reached
for comment.
Solomon has reportedly split
with Doherty but the status of
their relationship was unclear.

Reach Brian Gallagher
@charter. net

NBS
lege," King said,' who believes
the conventions provide members with an outlet to begin the
networking process.
"Every person you meet at a
convention is a potential co. worker or future boss," King
said.
In March, members will
have the opportunity to attend
the organization's national convention in Miami Beach, Fla.
Although the national convention is months away, the
excitement is already building.

Brian754

Continued from Page 5
"It's hard not to be excited
with so many new members
and enthusiasm," King said.
Students from all areas of
study with an interest in broadcasting are encouraged to join.
Students can contact King,
chapter adviser, Ajit Daniel, or
visit the chapter's Web site at
http://studentclubs.winona.edu
/nbs.
The chapter meets Thursday
nights at 7:30 p.m. in PAC 224.

.

Next time cut
the blue one
PORTLAND (AP) — The parents of a 7-month-old child have
filed a $300,000 lawsuit against a doctor who performed an
unsuccessful vasectomy.
Leo Winebarger and his wife, Donna, both 33, of Corbett filed
the medical negligence suit in Multnomah County last week.
In the suit, Winebarger claims that he had a vasectomy in 1998.
He claims the doctor knew that it didn't work but kept silent.
The suit contends that the couple already have suffered
$10,000 in economic damages and expect the child to cost another $300,000 before turning 18.
Although it is not clear whether anyone has sued in Oregon
over a botched vasectomy, women have sued after tubal ligations
failed to work.
In 1994, the Oregon Supreme Court ruled that a couple could
sue for the cost of raising a child they had after doctors failed to
perform a tubal ligation as requested.

U
S
Student liiirork
sill.25 base - apt.
I Make your wait schedule
around your classes!

Hotel heiress tries to have amateur sex
video of ex-boyfriend and self blocked
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Paris Hilton is steaming mad
over a steamy sex video that may
soon go public, her spokeswoman said.
, The homemade video reportedly features the socialite, reality
show star and heiress to the
Hilton hotel fortune having sex
with Rick Solomon, who went
on to many former "Charmed"
actress Shannen Doherty in
2002.
Although Hilton knew the
video was being made, her representatives said, leaking the video
was "horrendous and in such bad

the power of the human spirit which I liked a lot
and was glad that they didn't overstate it. And I'm
glad that they didn't have as much lovey-dovey
stuff with Neo and Trinity as they did in
"Reloaded." But, as Brian Cox said as screenplay
guru Robert "Bob" McKee in the wonderful
"Adaptation," "Wow 'em in the end, and you'll
have a hit." Well, it certainly didn't "wow" us at
the end, but I think it was a hit on some level.
The Wachowski's direction here is marvelous.
They have a better handle on their actors than in
the first two movies and, of course, they know how
to use their visual effects to the fullest extent.
They kecp raising the ante, with the visual
effects, instead of just resting on their laurels and
overusing the, pardon the pun, revolutionary bullet-time camera work they used in the first movie.
They are smart enough to realize that tons of films
have copied this and that they must wow us-with
new effects, which •succeed at gloriously. I am
curious, though, now that this trilogy has been
completed, what the Wachowski's will choose to
tackle next.
They have written a script called "Carnivore"
which was on Empire Magazine's 12 Greatest
Unproduced Scripts in Hollywood list. So if they
make this film their next, odds are it will be pretty
damn good.
"Matrix Revolutions" is a movie about hope,
power and faith. It is a quality film that's well
worth seeing. I had faith that the Wachowski's
would use their power to give us a spectacular ending to the trilogy. I just hoped they would've done
it differently.

1

No experience necessary.
Full Time or Part lime.
(.:',:ustomer Ser
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Must be 18 or older.
call (507) 536.0536 or
visit w'ww wtii-kforstudents,com
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Score 'em
Soccer – 11/4, 8-9
Warriors
Crookston

0

Warriors
Southwest State

3
0

Warriors
Duluth

1

Volleyball – 11/7-8
Warriors
Northern State

3

Warriors
Moorhead

0
3

Football – 11/7
Warriors
Northern State

49
27

Men's Cross Country
11/8
Finished 20th out of
20 teams at NCAA II
Regionals, scoring 580
points.

Women's Cross Country –
11/8
Finished
15th
out of
26 teams at NCAA II
Regionals, scoring 456
points.

Watch 'ern
Football
Home vs. Duluth Saturday,
12:30 p.m.

Volleyball
Home vs. Concordia
St. Paul Saturday, 4:30 p.m.

Men's Basketball
Home vs. Nebraska-Omaha
Saturday, 7:30 p.m.

Women's Basketball
Home vs. UW-Parkside
Sunday, 1 p.m. Home vs.
Viterbo Tuesday, 7 p.m.

Start 'ern
Kristin Ruhsam

The WSU women's soccer
player was named NSIC
Women's Soccer Player of
the Year. She led the conference with 17 points this
season.

Quote 'ern
"We have a great
team...Hopefully it happens
this weekend."
Ali Omar
Warrior soccer coach
before the NSIC tourney

Chew on this
— The Minnesota
Vikings madeDoug Flutie
look like Fran Tarkenton in
their loss to the Chargers
Sunday. Flutie threw for
248 yards and a pair of
touchdowns. The 41-yearold also ran for two scores.
— The Minnesota
Gophers are ranked No. 1
in the nation in rushing
yards, averaging 304 per
game. In their win over
those stinking Badgers Saturday, the Gophs piled up
336 yards. Both Marion
Barber and Laurence
Maroney topped the
135-yard mark.
•
— Saturday night, Roy
Jones Jr. won the WBA
light-heavyweight title in a
decision over Antonio Tarver. Jones won on two out of
three judges' cards,
although, many in the
crowd disagreed with the
outcome. Jones will either
retire or fight Mike Tyson,
if he is willing and able.

Wrobel, Samp
light up dome
MINNEAPOLIS — The Hubert H.
Humphrey Metrodome may as well have
been the O.K. Corral Friday night, as the
Warriors topped Northern State in an
offensive shootout.
Winona State beat the Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference foe 49-27 in
a game that saw over 900 combined
yards of total offense.
Warrior quarterback Brian Wrobel
had a career game, connecting with
Winona State receivers for six touchdowns. Pass-catcher Chris Samp hauled
in four of them. The junior led the team
in receiving yards, catching nine balls
for 154 of Wrobel's 311 yards.
Northern State jumped ahead early,
however, taking a 14-3 lead midway
through the opening quarter. Then, both
the Warrior offense and defense started
to click.
Samp caught his first touchdown with
6:01 left in the first to cut the lead to
14-10. Next, it was Brian Hynes' turn.
Wrobel hooked up with him for a
14-yard score to conclude the first
15 minutes of play. The Warriors led
17-14.
After allowing a pair of touchdowns
on Northern State's first two drives of
the game, the Winona State defense settled in. On the next five possessions of
the first half, the Warriors forced a fumble and four consecutive punts.
Offensively, WSU added seven more
points — on another Samp score —
before halftime and led 24-14.
The third quarter proved to be the

beginning of the end for Northern State.
After a field goal by Warrior kicker
Steve Opgenorth, Northern State
allowed three more WSU touchdowns.
Samp added two more, and tight-end
Alan Hartung caught a 16-yarder with
1:38 on the clock.
The WSU defense followed the
offense's lead. Coming out of halftime,
they forced two more punts, a turnover
on downs and another fumble. Northern
State did score on a 47-yard pass from
Toby Korrodi to Travis Heitmann at the
end of the third, but Winona State still
led 49-21.
Northern State added one more
touchdown with 2:02 left in the fourth
quarter and the game out of reach.
From the 6:01 mark of the first quarter to 1:38 in the third, the Warriors
scored 46 unanswered points.
Senior running back Kevin Curtin led
the Winona State ground attack with
78 yards on 14 carries. Curtis Jepsen
added 38 yards on eight runs.
Brent Thoen led the WSU defense.
He and fellow linebacker Deric Sieck
each made 13 tackles. Thoen also recovered a fumble and came up with Korrodi's only interception.
Northern State committed three
turnovers overall; WSU didn't have any.
The win improves the Winona State's
record to 9-1 overall and 6-1 in the
NSIC. Northern State drops to 4-3 in the
conference.
The Warriors face the University of
Minnesota-Duluth at home Saturday.

Warrior soccer falls
2-1 in NS1C finals

Gagliardi gets
win No. 409

Early Duluth lead too much to overcome
Joe Prusha
WINONAN

After all the growth and raising' of
expectations that took place this year
for Warrior soccer, the heartbreaking
end of the season came at the hands of
a familiar foe.
Winona State losi to the University
of Minnesota-Duluth 2-1 in the finals
of the Northern Sun Intercollegiate
Conference Tournament.
The Warriors defeated the University of Minnesota-Crookston 1-0 at
Winona in the conference opener,
Tuesday, Nov. 4.
In that game, the Warrior defense
kept Crookston far from the net, with
WSU goalkeeper Kathryn Kramer and
defender Amy Cress consistently
remaining the only two players on
Winona State's side of the field for
most of the second half.
Whitney Bernahrdt scored the winning goal for the Warriors a half-hour
into the game, as she took a misplayed
ball from the Crookston defense and
tucked it into the bottom-right corner
of the goal.
After the game, Warrior's head
coach Ali Omar was optimistic about
their chances for the remainder of the
tournament.
"We have a great team, we have
great kids, we have excellent talent,
and we just have to make sure it all
clicks. Hopefully it happens this weekend," Omar said.
At a neutral site Saturday, Omar had
his team in near-perfect form. The Warrior's clicked in the semis against
Southwest Minnesota State, as they
shut out the Mustangs 3-0 and
stretched their shutout streak to over
200 minutes. The Warriors' Margot
Courtney, Bernhardt and Amy Budish
all scored goals, while Abbey Bollig
and Kristin Ruhsam each tallied an
assist.
In the finals Sunday against Duluth,

the Warriors got off to a slow start and
could not overcome the experience of
their opponent. The Duluth team, with
close to a third of their players in their
final year, jumped out to a 2-0 lead in
the first half. From then on, they played
it safe throughout the second half, and
after allowing a WSU goal by Bollig
late in the game, Duluth finished off
the Warriors for the victory.
Bernhardt, Ruhsam and Budish
each received All-Tournament honors.
Duluth led all teams with five players
selected.
Some good news came the Warriors' way before the loss, as Ruhsam,
in her senior season, was chosen as the
2003 NSIC Women's Soccer Player of
the Year. She led the conference with
17 points, averaging 2.12 per game.
Ruhsam, who has won numerous
awards during her four years as a Warrior, closes out her career as the leading
scorer for the Warriors this season. She
wracked up 24 points in 21 games, and
also earned a spot on the NSIC AllConference team.
Sophomore Amy Budish was selected for the second-consecutive time to
all-conference, scoring 13 points in
17 games. Freshman Abbey Bollig,
who scored six goals and tallied seven
assists, was also selected.
Freshman Stephanie Bissell and
sophomore Aubrey Dirks were both
awarded all-conference honorable
mention.
The Warriors finished their season
at 11-10, finishing above .500 after losing their first six games of the year.
After an NSIC• run where they won
eight out of 10., the Warriors fell again
to the only team that beat them in regular-season conference play.
Duluth defeated the Warriors 1-0
Oct. 4 in a game that Omar knew could
be avenged at the end of the season.
Omar picked Duluth as WSU's toughest competition in the conference and
its probable final's opponent.

Concordia-St .Paul

7-1

Warriors

6-1

Minnesota-Duluth
6-1
Northern State
4-3
Bemidji State
4-3
Wayne State (Neb.)
2-5
SW Minnesota State 1-6
MSU-Moorhead
1-6
Minnesota-Crookston 1-6

Volleyball
NSIC
\/L
Concordia-St.Paul
UM-Duluth
MSU-Moorhead
SW Minnesota State
Bemidji State
Wayne State
Northern State
UM-Crookston

13-1
11-3
9-6
7-6
6-8
5-8
6-9
4-10

Warriors

2-12

All
WL
26-2
24-4
17-12
17-11
14-16
10-21
12-17
8-19
9-25

Soccer
NS1C

All

WLT WLT
UM-Duluth

Warriors

8-0-0

9-2-0

SW Minnesota St. 3-3-0
MSU-Moorhead 3-4-0
Northern State
2-3-1
UM-Crookston
2-4-1
Bemidji State
2-4-0
Concordia-St Paul 2-5-0
I -5-0
Wayne State

10-3-2
11-10-0
5-10-0
5-11-0
9-4-3
6-10-2
5-11-1
5-12-0
3-12-2

COLLEGEVILLE, Minn. (AP) — Winning at St. John's is predictable, just like
John Gagliardi's attempts to downplay his
success.
Sure enough, the 77-year-old Gagliardi
became college football's career victory
leader Saturday and tried to convince everyOne it Was no big deal.
"I guess it's better than being at the bottom," he said.
Gagliardi got win No. 409 when the
Johnnies rallied to beat Bethel 29-26. In his
55th season and 51st at St. John's, Gagliardi
passed Eddie Robinson — who retired in
1997 after winning 408 games with Division
I-AA Grambling State.
"I have never thought about retiring,"
Gagliardi said after a lengthy ceremony in
his honor on the home field of the Division
III liberal arts school in central Minnesota.
Ryan Keating's fourth touchdown pass, a
10-yard toss to Josh Nelson, gave the Johnnies the lead with 2:03 remaining, St. John's
(9-0, 8-0) also clinched the Minnesota Intercollegiate Athletic Conference title, its 10th
in the last 13 years.
"We dodged another bullet," Gagliardi
said. "That's the way we always feel. When
things looked very bleak, the guys came
back."
Quarterback Scott Kirchoff's 4-yard
touchdown run with 4:57 left gave Bethel a
26-22 lead. Kirchoff, however, cracked his
sternum on the collision and was taken away
in an ambulance.
Blake Elliott, who had 15 receptions for
163 yards and two touchdowns, returned the
kickoff 50 yards to the Royals 40 to set up
the winning score_
"I've been here for five years now,"
Elliott said. "Once you get to know the man,
he makes you play hard. I'm glad. I can say I
was on this team."
Keating completed 32 of 45 passes for
315 yards and four touchdowns for the Johnnies. Kirchoff was 10-of- l 6 for 137 yards
and two touchdowns for the Royals (9-1, 71) — who finished second in the MIAC.
"John's a legend — he has stood the test
of time brilliantly," said Bethel coach Steve
Johnson, who was asked if he thought about
trying to catch Gagliardi on the all-time list.
See Gagliard, Page 9

Volleyball drops road pair;
losing streak extends to 11
Warriors fall in back-to-back road matches to conference foes
Scott Link
WINONAN

— Minnesota Twins
outfielder Shannon Stewart
is ranked No. 12 on
ESPN.com's list of baseball's Top 50 free agents.
— Though the season is
still young, Golden State
Warriors center Erick
Dampier is leading the
NBA in rebounds, averaging almost 16 a game. The
Mississippi State alum has
a career average of 6.5.

Doug Sundin/WINoNAN

WSU quarterback Brian Wrobel prepares to throw a pass during the
Dome Classic Friday at the Metrodome against Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference opponent Northern State. Wrobel tossed six touchdown
passes in the game, leading the Warriors to a 49-27 victory.

Doug Sundin/WmNAN

Senior Britta Hofman (5) slams the ball into
the opponent's court during the Warriors'
Nov. 4 match against Wayne State College.

Winona State volleyball faltered in
a pair of road matches this weekend to
stretch their losing streak to
11 straight.
The Warriors lost at Northern State
Friday in four games and were defeated again Saturday by Minnesota State
Moorhead in three straight 30-19,
30-13 and 30-26. The loss dropped the
Warriors' record to 9-25 overall, 2-12
in Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference play.
Winona State will attempt to snap
the streak Tuesday at home versus
Southwest Minnesota State, and if

unsuccessful, they will have one more and
Laura
Nelson
with
opportunity in the season finale 11. Deibert was also one of four
against conference power Concordia Wolves to tally double figures in digs.
St. Paul.
Winona State struggled offensively
In Friday's match against Northern in Saturday's match in Moorhead. The
State, the Winona State attack was led Warriors hit for seven percent on their
by senior standout Keri Kreuzer and attack, while the Dragons hit for over
sophomore Molly Horihan with 20 percent on their attack, tallying 46.
13 kills, while sophomore Kaylan Lati The Warriors registered just 29.
chipped in 10.
The Dragons also had 60 digs to
The match was a defensive battle, the Warriors 37. The Warriors failed to
with the teams tallying 41 total blocks have a single player with double-digit
and 177 digs between them. Lati led digs, or kills, though Melissa
all players with 26 digs, and was one Lougheed did collect
of eight players with double-digit dig 25 assists for Winona State. Moortotals.
head's Susan Elbow notched
The Wolves' offensive attack was 27 assists for the dragons to lead all
led by Chelsey Deibert with 12 kills players.
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You heard it here first: Wild world of sports
A melting pot of thoughts regarding last weekend's local and national sporting events

Ben Grice

Sports Editor

It was a busy weekend.
To begin, the Minnesota Gophers reclaimed
Paul Bunyan's axe as they held on to beat Wisconsin 37-34 Saturday at the Metrodome. The Badgers, who had allowed an average of just 97 yards
per game on the ground, gave up 336 to the
Maroon and Gold.
The win, their ninth (a total last reached in
1905), puts the Gophers in contention for a solid
bowl game (and by 'solid' I don't mean the Sun
Bowl in El Paso). However, a matchup Saturday
with the Hawkeyes in Iowa City will be a difficult
one.
Marion Barber III continues to make a push for
Heisman consideration. The red-shirt junior running back eclipsed the 1,000-yard mark Saturday,
rushing for 139 yards and a touchdown. He now
has 1,134 yards and 17 scores on the year. His
backfield mate, Laurence Maroney, also went over
100 yards against the Badgers. The true freshman,
who hails from St. Louis, Mo., scampered for
135 on 15 carries. His season totals equal
921 yards and nine touchdowns.

Imagine if Barber, or Maroney for that matter,
was the lone rusher for the Gophs; that'd be a statistical year rivaling the pot-laden exploits of
Rashan Salaam in the mid-90s. Let's see,
2,055 yards and 26 touchdowns with one game
remaining. That's some high-scale production.
Next topic: Saturday night's Roy Jones
Jr./Antonio Tarver light-heavyweight title fight. I
didn't watch it (what college student can afford
$49.95 for a 45-minute boxing match? Note: if
Jones squares off against Tyson, I'll splurge
regardless of the cost or the condition of my bank
account). From what I read, though, Tarver gave
Roy all he wanted and more. Jones' justification:
he was tired, having to drop 18 pounds after his
heavyweight fight vs. John Ruiz to weigh-in at the
maximum 175. Is it a lame excuse? Who knows,
but losing weight must take more of a toll on the
body than gaining it.
Jones, who turns 35 in January, says he'll retire
if the Tyson fight doesn't happen. Finally, a prolific fighter is willing to put down his gloves before
he's old and washed up. Jones' legacy will remain
unblemished.
Looking back: my fondest Roy Jones memory?
Easy. Watching his fight against Vinny 'The Pazmanian Devil' Pazienza (who, despite breaking his
neck in an automobile accident, is one of the most
underrated fighters in boxing history). It wasn't all
that close, but Vinny, bloody-faced and swollen,
gave a Balboa-like effort.
And, how can I not make reference to the
Vikings shameful and disgusting performance
against the San Diego Chargers on Sunday? I'm
not going to pinpoint specific players like last

Gagliardi
Continued from Page, 8

"No chance," said Johnson, who has 100 wins.
St. John's has been showered with attention in recent
weeks. But the team followed Gagliardi's lead, staying
focused on the conference championship and another
trip to the postseason.
"We have never once talked about that record," Keating said.
Said Elliott "I've never heard 409 come out of that
guy, unless you're talking about cleaning supplies or
something."
An estimated 13,107 fans clogged the stands and surrounding snow-covered hills at Clemens Stadium, the
largest crowd to see a St. John's game.
Gagliardi, wearing a maroon parka with a huge hood
pulled over his head to keep warm on an 18-degree
afternoon, was mobbed by well-wishers as he walked to
the center of the field after the game was over.
By small-school standards, this game was hyped like
no other. When Gagliardi took his team to morning mass
about four hours before kickoff, he saw scores of fans
who were already waiting in line for tickets.
"These people are going to sit there in the cold — the
least we could do was go play," Gagliardi said. "I guarantee I wouldn't have been here if I didn't have to be."
Gagliardi has won three national titles at St. John's.
The Johnnies gained an automatic bid to the NCAA
playoffs, their sixth straight appearance.
Gagliardi, a native of Trinidad, Colo., who began his
coaching career at Carroll College in Montana in 1949,
has received plenty of national attention as he's neared
Robinson's record.
Several times, he's been asked what the milestone
meant to him.
"I still don't know," Gagliardi said, a wry smile visible on his weathered face. "I think maybe my wife likes
me a little better. ... But I bet Peggy will still make me
take out the garbage."
Gagliardi is probably best known for his unique philosophy, which eschews many of football's sometimessadistic traditions. His program is based on a list of
"nos" — a list of things he hated as a player that he
vowed to never make one of his own players endure.
Practices are short and devoid of tackling, conditioning
and yelling. Nobody gets cut, either.
"We hope nobody does it the way we do," Gagliardi
said. "We're happy with what we're doing. We're not
looking for converts, not looking to change the world.
We've got this little spot here, and we like it."

week, but when 41-year-old spazz pants Doug Flutie lights up your team for 42 points, something's
seriously messed up. Last week the Chargers
scored seven points against the 3-6 Bears, this
week, 42. Last week the Bolts gained 199 total
yards, this week, 458. What the heck gives?
I don't care if Doug ate six boxes of Flutie
Flakes; I don't care if the Chargers were playing at
home for the 'first time in seven weeks. Nothing...
NOTHING excuses a loss like that.
(A short aside: if Flutie ever again tries to act
pimp — or whatever you call it — like he did Sunday when he scored, did a scissor-kick and
reverse-spiked the football, I hope someone breaks
his old-man leg. Actually, I'll sweep his leg. You
gotta problem with that?)
The Vikes defense is making me nauseous. I
wish I were kidding.
To conclude on a brighter note, Kellen Winslow
Jr. (whom the Vikings should do anything they can
to draft next year) went 'off' on reporters in the
Miami Hurricanes locker room during a post-game
interview. The 'Canes had just lost to Tennessee
10-6. He was self-described as "pissed." Someone
had asked Winslow about a block he'd laid that
injured a Volunteer player. In so many words, he
said he didn't care, the block was clean and that the
opponent would have done the same thing to him.
Then he said football was a war and he was a
AP Photo
"(expletive) soldier."
Three time middleweight world champion
Right on. Your father taught you well Junior.
Vinny Pazienza works out Wednesday,

Ben Grice can be reached at bennygrice@ Aug. 14, 1996, in Providence, R.I., while
hotmaiLcom
trainer Kevin Rooney watches on at left.

Guardado gone? Free
agency nears for Twins
Team has decisions to make on who goes, stays
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — All-Star
closer Eddie Guardado is one of four
free agents the Minnesota Twins are
interested in bringing back, perhaps
the only one they'll be able to afford.
Guardado's agent, however, indicated Friday afternoon that signing
his client will be a challenge for the
tightly budgeted Twins.
"They'd like to sign Eddie back,
but I'm not sure how," Kevin Kohler
said. "I don't see much chance."
Minnesota general manager Terry
Ryan is working with a payroll of
about $56 million that will remain
static at the behest of owner Carl
Pohlad. Aside from Guardado, the
contracts for setup man LaTroy
Hawkins, left fielder Shannon Stewart and starting pitcher Kenny
Rogers also are up. A few others are
due raises through existing multiyear contracts, and several more are
eligible for higher salaries in arbitration.
"It's not going to be an easy fall,
and it's not going to be an easy winter," said Ryan, who will attend the
annual GM meetings in Phoenix next
week. "No doubt, we've got some
talented free agents. ... I don't think
there's anybody that's watched this
team that wouldn't like to have all
four of them back. We'll just have to
see."
Since the World Series ended, a
record 200-plus major league players
have filed for free agency. They're
allowed to speak only with their own
teams about money until the market
opens Monday, when other clubs can
begin offering contracts.
Kohler said he has had contact
with about 10 teams, half of whom

he expects to seriously pursue
Guardado as their closer. Kohler said
he's had one postseason conversation
with the Twins, when assistant general manager Wayne Krivsky called
to tell him he didn't get Cincinnati's
GM job.
"The talk was more about the
Reds situation than Eddie," Kohler
said.
The Twins offered Guardado a $4
million extension for 2004 last winter, but they took it off the table
before he could respond. After a second straight season of 40-plus saves,
Guardado's price has clearly risen.
"He'd still like to come back, but
it would take a really solid offer
before Monday," Kohler said. "It
wouldn't be anything that he
would've signed for last year."
Minnesota has a month to get
something done. There's a Dec. 7
deadline for teams to offer salary
arbitration to their former players
who became free agents. That's also
the point after which other teams can
sign players without forfeiting draft
picks.
"I know that Eddie wants to come
back," Kohler said. "If Eddie had
told me, 'Don't talk to the Twins,'
that's one thing. But that's not the
case at all. I think Eddie is really
resigned to the fact that the Twins are
not going to be able to get it done."
Most people targeted Guardado,
Hawkins and Stewart as the Twins'
top priorities, but Ryan made sure to
include Rogers in that group.
Signed to a $2 million deal more
than halfway through spring training,
Rogers went 13-8 with a 4.57 ERA in
2003.

Classifieds
Students

Students

***ACT NOW! Book 11 people, get 12th trip free. Group
discounts for 6+ www.springbreakdiscounts.com or 800838-8202

Spring Break 2004-Travel with
STS, America's #1 Student
Tour Operator to Jamaica, Cancun., Acapulco, Bahamas and
Florida. Now hiring on-campus
reps. Call for group discounts.
Information/Reservations 1800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com.

#1 SPRING BREAK COMPANY in Acapulco now offers
3 destinations! Go Loco in
Acapulco, Party in Vallarta or
get Crazy in Cabo-with
BIANCHI-ROSSI TOURS.
Organize a group and travel for
FREE. Book now before it's
too late! Call 800-875-4525 or
www.bianchi-rossi.com .

SPRING BREAK with
Mazatlan Express. Mazatlan/Cancun. From $499+
Earn a free trip by being a rep.
(800) 366-4786
www.mazexp.com

Spring Break-sign up with Student Express and get FREE
roundtrip airline tickets to over
15 International destinationincluding Aruba, Dominican
Republic, Costa Rica,
Caribbean hot spots and more.
Why go with anyone else. Limited off-call now. Commission
rep positions also available.
800-787-3787. www.studentexpress.com

Students
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco,
Bahamas, Florida. Campus
Reps Wanted! Free Meals &
Parties! 1-800-234-7007 endlesssummertours.com
Junior or Senior Next Year?
NOW is the time to rent a
great apartment for next year!
Call today for best selection.
507-454-4444 www.WinonaStudentHousing.com

Students
Fraternities - Sororities Clubs - Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester with a proven CampusFundraiser 3 hour fundraising
event. Our programs make
fundraising easy with no
risks. Fundraising dates are
filling quickly, so get with the
program!' It works. Contact
CampusFundraiser at (888)
923-3238 or visit www.campusfundraiser.com
Need to sell something? Run
a classified in the Winonan.
It's cheap and easy! Call Mike
at 457-5677 or e-mail
winonanadsawinona edu

AP Photo

Minnesota's Rhys Lloyd, right, follows through on the
game-winning field goal as time expires as Minnesota
beat Wisconsin 37-34, Saturday, Nov. 8, 2003 in Minneapolis. Holding is Bryan Cupito.

Gophers ready
for Iowa game
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) —
They lost their starting quarterback and tight end, but the
Minnesota Gophers are reenergized heading into their
regular-season finale.
Thanks to Rhys Lloyd's lastsecond field goal on Saturday,
the Gophers are riding momentum into their showdown with
Iowa, which is coming off a
tough loss to Purdue.
The 35-yard kick gave Minnesota (9-2, 5-2 Big Ten) a dramatic 37-34 win over rival Wisconsin (6-4, 3-3).
"It was important to get a
big win," defensive tackle Darrell Reid said.
The Gophers, who jumped
from No. 24 to No. 19 in the
latest Associated Press Top 25
poll, overcame the injuries to
Asad Abdul-Khaliq (shoulder)
and Ben Utecht (abdominal
strain) and held off the desperate Badgers to win their third
straight game.
At first, Abdul-Khaliq's
injury appeared to signal a shift
in momentum. The Gophers
were leading 24-13 just before
halftime when Minnesota's
leader was driven into the
ground on a hit by Wisconsin's
Darius Jones.
Abdul-Khaliq injured his
left shoulder on the play and
backup Benji Kamrath stepped
in.
But that didn't faze the
Gophers.
"When Benji gets in there to
pass, he doesn't miss a beat,"
receiver Aaron Hosack said.
Kamrath, a fifth-year senior

from Mayville, Wis., who usually shines during Minnesota's
annual spring game, threw for
93 yards and completed a crucial 22-yard, third-down pass to
Hosack on the game-winning
drive.
"In my fifth year, to come
back against these guys, it was
a great team victory," Kamrath
said. "I'm so excited about it."
With Paul Bunyan's Axe
back in the Gophers' display
case, the players will turn their
attention to No. 20 Iowa (7-3,
3-3). One more win would put
Minnesota, which has been criticized all year for its soft schedule, in prime position for one of
the Big Ten's top bowl games.
That thought has the players
smiling unlike after Minnesota's two –disappointing losses to
Michigan and Michigan State
last month.
"It proves the program can
turn around," cornerback Ukee
Dozier said. "Everybody works
hard and we are proving we are
a good team."
The statuses of AbdulKhaliq and Utecht for Saturday's game weren't immediately known.
Wisconsin, meanwhile, lost
its third straight game.
Like the Gophers, the Badgers earlier had been in the hunt
for the Big Ten championship.
But those hopes derailed after
losses to Purdue and Northwestern. Now, they're fighting
for a respectable bowl bid.
Quarterback Jim Sorgi was
tough in his return after undergoing knee surgery.
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Right:
One of the
easiest ways to
stay warm
throughout the
winter season is
to turn up that
thermostat.
Believe it or not,
they do actually
wo r k.
Middle left:
If your sick of
the weather, or
just plain sick;
curl up in a nice
warm blanket to
keep the chills
away.
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That season is finally upon us and soon there will be snow on the ground to prove it. While it might end up being
-30 degrees outside, there are many different ways that you can find to warm-up and stay out of that harsh wind.
Some are as simple as turning up the heat. Whether your at home, in your dorm, stuck in class or taking on the great
outdoors, where there's a will, there's a way when it comes to staying warm. Photos and Text by Lea Iverson

Bottom left:
Whether it's coffee
or hot chocolate, having it in between your
classes you'll keep warm
both inside and out.
Bottom right:
Don't forget your hat,
gloves or scarf at home.
They're some of the
best ways to keep
comfy and dry if you're
wiping off your windshield or walking around
campus.

